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.MAN 'WANTONLY' KILLED BY POLICE
THIS NEW

MISS! Si Pei
=--

TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS

Tri-State Defender,
gt•
"The South's independent Weekly"

VOL. VII No. 46

MEMPHIS, TENN. —

HE CRAWLED UNDER MY PORCH Mrs. Susie Jefferson
of 30 E. Desoto Ave., points out to Whittier Sengstacke, general manager of the Tri State Defender. She said "Matthew
Exton crawled under here after police had beat his head until
it was bloods,.'

WHERE THE FATAL EPISODE STARTED, near the corner
of Texas St. and E. Desoto Ave., is being pointed to by Mrs.
Susie Jefferson, 30 E. Desoto Ave., who witnessed the start
of the drama which ended in death for Matthew Exton.
—
—

WHERE MATTHEW EXTON FELL in front of 19 E. Desoto
is being pointed to by David Little of 28 E. Desoto St. Exton
died from three bullet wounds inflicted by Pollee Officer
Jerry N. Melton.

How Long Will U.S. Soldiers And Marshals
Safeguard Meredith On Old Miss Campus??
Scores of Negro soldiers
were among the troops of soldiers dispatched this week to
Oxford, Miss., to restore order
on the campus of the University of Mississippi as James
Merecteth,'the 29-rear-old Air
Ecirce veteran from Kosciusko,

Miss., registered and began
classes.
Just how long troops and
marshals will remain on the
campus with Mereideth, no one
knows, but it appears the
Federal government will remain there as long as neces-

Meredith's Position On
Entering Ole Miss

ir

Funeral Service
Held For Exton

Lewis0.swirlier Dies of
Hearattack In Mound Bayou

Seeks Justice Dept.
lInvestigation In
Shooting Of Girls

•

l

Witnesses Tell How Man
'Was Brutally Beaten'
Before Being Killed

•
• state Defender Editor

Discuss Race Problem
Tougaloo Meeting

•
Tenn.Voters
Council To
Meet Saturday

THE BULLET HOLE In the window is being pointed at by
Mrs. Annie Lee Brown. 911 Florida St. She was standing
Inside of the grocery store near the window. at 937 Florida
St. when she narrowly escaped death from the bullet which
shattered glass over her face and body, causing injury to
her left arm, soon after she was treated by a physician.

sary to keep order.
posed an early curfew upon
Despite the admonition of themselves as the mob surged
President John F. Kennedy to into the small town with only
students and others to keep six policemen on its force.
the reputation of the MagnoOn Monday, less than half of
Several community organiza- old Negro man by a city polio.
lia state unstained in the cri- the 1,200 students attending tions and leading citizens have
last Wednesday morning (Sept
sis, 'rioters- went berserk, the Negro Oxford Training
expressed grave .Axincern ant/ 28). Ind)rations hays been givkilled two persons and left school just across the tracks Alarm ()tier the "wantonly en that formal 'action will be
some 75 injured in the bloodi- from the University of Mis- brutal" killing of a 30-year- taken concerning the slaying.
est resistance to integration sissippi showed up for classes
The man, identified as MatAmong the out-of-town Nesince the Supreme Court Dethew Exton, whose last known
gro journalists who came down
cision of 1954.
address was given as 906 BarNegro reporters, warned by were James Hicks of New
ton st., was shot about 10
Mississippians to get out of York City, Amsterdam News
o'clock in the morning. He
Oxford, were in Memphis executive editor; Moses J.
died in John Gaston hospital,
when Mereideth was rushed to Newman, Baltimore, Afrowhere he was carried by the
a helicopter at the Millington American city editor: and
Funeral services for Matthew J. H. Snow Funeral Home araAir station near Memphis and Larry Still, Chicago, for Jet Exton were conducted Sunday bittanee, a short time later that
afternoon at Mt. Paran Baptist morning.
whisked to the Mississippi magazine.
In an effort to settle the church. 963 Florida st. Officiatcampus just a few hours bePolice Officer Jerry N. Meling
was the pastor, Rev. B. T. ton who lives at 3578 Harwood
Feder.
fore the President of the situation in Oxford. the
Du
t
as,
who
said
of
Exton:
tight
clamped
a
United States informed the al forces there
St., admitted that he pumped
world that the veteran was in lid on the town and refused "H was a good harmless boy. the three fatal bullets into Exattendant.
good
church
He
as
a
could
who
to let anyone enter
ton's body, which felled him
residence at the school.
Negro residents of Oxford, not prove he was on business. He came to church every Sun- in front of 19 E. DeSota. Acwell
as
Sunday
School.
day
as
Jet
those
Melton was Police
refused
to
companying
fearful of the wild mobs, im- They also
He sat in the choir. He was Officer James B. Kemp who
inside the city leave.
killed in cold blood. He was lives at 515 Roosevelt ave.
Will Mereideth remain at
Ole Miss now that he has as good as any other member NIGHT STICK
in
my church."
Witness told the Tri-State
gained a moral victory in his
Burial was in New Philadelfight against Governor Bar- phia enmetery tinder direction Defender that it all started
•
nett and his segregationist of the J. H. Snow Funeral when Officers Melton and
Kemp stopped Exton on Texas
forces, or will he retire to an home.
st., near the corner of E. Deout-of-state school where he
Single. Exton is survived by Soto, and called him to the
can study in peace, not fearing his widowed mother, Mrs. Lizin which they were
what the next student amy w.ie Exton, near 6256 Poplar squad„„car
riding:"
du. to him?
Pike: three sisters, Mrs, Eliza
Mrs. Martha Cater, 978 Texas
Time will tell, but those Isom Route 2, Box 65, German- at., said: "I was walking north
who met him feel that he is town: Mrs. Berdier Mae Fletch- on Texas immediately behind
of the quality that will stay er and Miss Bernice Exton; Exton.. I saw the policemen
until he graduateS as the first and two brothers, Haywood stop him. He was not doing
"known" Negro on the Oxford Exton ,nd James Hill of ChiSee WITNESS, Page
cago, Ill.
campus.

While waiting to get into the state that offer the trainthe University of Mississippi, ing which 1 am desirous of reJames Meredith kept discreet- ceiving
ly quiet, but while he waited
"Consequently, those who
in New Orleans for his third oppose me are saying to me,
A BULLET HOLE IN A SIFTER was discovered by Jimmy
try he penned the following we have given you what we
Lave 17, of 990 Florida, a meat cutter at the I. & L Grocery,
statement entitled: "My Po337 Florida St. The bullet is believed to be the one which
sition." We reproduce it here See MISS.. Page 2
went through the store window, causing injury to a customer.
without alteration or revision:
"In this time of crisis, I feel
for
clanit
iv appropriate
my position asme
to tomy intention, my objectives, my
hopes and my desires.
"For several menths I have
been involved in k struggle to
gain my admission to the
She was the mother of Miss University of Mississippi. The
Funeral services for Mrs.
Hattie Mae Simons, a member Harry Mae Simons, popular prime objective is, of course,
to receive the educational
of Collins Chapel CME church principal of the Magnolia
training necessary to enable
for more than 68 years, were elementary school, and four
Funeral services for Lewis
me to be a useful citizen of my
:held at the church on Wed- other daughters. all of MemO. Swingler, one of the foundhome state of Missiseippi.
nesday, Sept. 26, with the phis, including Mrs. Florence
"There are those in my state ers and the first editor of the
pastor, Rev. D. S. Cunningham, Currin, Mrs. Lucille ThompTri-State Defender, were held
son, Mrs. Evelyn McAnulty who oppose me in my efforts
delivering the eulogy.
to obtain an education in the on Monday afternoon at First
and Mrs. Natlyn Johnson.
Baptist Church Lauderdale
Mrs. Simons died early
Assisting Rev. Cunningham schools of my state. They do
Monday, Sept. 24, at her resia Negro-- with the pastor, Dr. H. C. Naat the funeral were Rev. J. A. this because I am
dence at 731 Hastings St. after McDaniel, who read scripture, and Negroes are not allowed brit, delivering the eulogy.
Mr. Swingler, who was at
a long illness.
certain schools in
Elder Blair T. Hunt, who of- to attend
Mississippi. The one time among t h e best
She was educated al the fered prayer and Mrs. A. M. my state of
schools that we are forbidden known weekly editors in the
Old LeMoyne Institute and re- Greene, - who sang, "His Eye
to attend are the only ones in South and who became naecived musical trdning f rom is on the Sparrow."
—
the late Mrs. Julia Hooks.
Honorary pallbearers were
Mrs. Simons joined Collins Auxiliary Board No. 1 of ColChapel CME church on April lins Chapei and the Ladies
15, 1894, when it was pastored Auxiliary to- the Letter Carby Rev. W. F. Simons, and riers.
later became his daughter-inActive pallbearers were Dr.
law when she married his son, B. B. Martin, George Gilthe late Harry D. Simons, in christ, Utillus Phillips', Sr., 0.
1901.
T. Peoples, Atty. B. F. Jones,
James Davis, 0, C. Suttles and
While segregationist forces it had to be terminated to
James G. King.
were gathering like a storm complete the Council business.
LEWIS 0. SWINDLER
Interment was in Elmwood cloud in Oxford in an effort
At the conclusion of the
cemetery with Southern Fun- to keep James Meredith off meeting the MCHR went on tionally known as editor of the
Sphinx, official organ of Aleral Home in charge of final the campus, a small hi-racial record as favoring.
A rrangements.
group, the Mississippi Council 1. Voluntary removal of in Mound Bayou, Miss., on last
on Human Relations assem- state and local laws enforcing pha Phi Alpha fraternity, died
Thursday, Sept 25. at the age
bled in the Science hall at segregation.
2. Prompt acceptance of of 56 after suffering a heart
'fougaloo Christian college to
discuss the crisis the state qualified Negro applicants on attack.
An editor of Negro newspathe part of colleges and gradfaced last week.
Delegates from throughout
pers in Memphis for nearly 30
The guest speaker for the uate schools.
the state are expected to gameeting was Hodding Carter, 3. Initiation on the part of years and a social science
ther in the state capital for RULEVILLE, Miss. — A III, of the Delta Democrat men of good will of both teacher at the Mound Bayou
a one-day meeting of the Ten- U. S. Department of Justice Times at Greenville, who said races within local communi- High school, he was ,stricken
nessee Voters' Council.
investigation of the "wanton that it is essential for white ties of plans for compliance in the early evening after reThe Sleeting of the Council shooting" of two Negro girls and eNgro Mississipians to in the lower schools in ad- turning home from work, and
has been set for Saturday, recently in retaliation for their look at the basic needs and vance of compulsory action died two hours later at a hos
• pital in the all-Negro town.
Oct. 6 at 10 a.m., on the cam- voter - registration work, has that the present ttibulence is by federal courts.
4. Immediate representation CAME HERE IN 1131
pus of Fisk university at Park- been requested le,- the NAACP. the price of not communicatwomen,
Miss MarThe
young
Johnson hall in Nashville.
by qualified Negroes on local
ing with one another.
A native of Crittenden,
ian Burkes, 20. and Miss Vivian
He told of the pressures and state board of education Ark . Mr. Swingler was
Main items on the agenda 1-Ulliet. HI. were !shot through
reared
where these post are appoinapplied
in
the
presently
being
(1) Report on the Aug. 3 elecwindow as they sat in a
in Tulsa. Okla., where he was
state to compel conformity and tive.
tion, (2) Plans for amending
graduated from Booker T.
Officers of the Council are
the constitution, (3) Plans for
presi- stated that many white perWashington High school. He
Dr. Aaron E. Hen.
the November 6 Election. (4) dent of the Mississippi NAACP sons there are refusing to take Dr. A. D. Beittel, Tougaloo, received his bachelor of arts
Appointment of Contact Com- organization, and Medgar Ev- a position on that they know chairman; Dr. D. I. West, Jr., degree and certificate in jourWest Point; vice chairman; nalism from the University of
mittee to seek job opportuni- ers, field secretary. urged "im- to be right.
Mrs. Wallis I. Schutt, Jack- Nebraska. He came to Memties in state government, and mediate federal action to ap- VIGOROUS TALK
A vigorous discussion fol son, secretary; and I. S. San(4) appointment to draw pro- prehend and prosecute the
See EDITOR, Page 2
lowed the journalists talk and ders, Jackson, treasurer.
osed changes in state laws.

Magnolia Principal's Mother
*Dies After Lengthy Illness

15c

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1962

4t

Murder Without Mercy
AN EDITORIAL
A 30-year-old Negro man, Matthew
Exton, was fatally wounded by three
bullets which Memphis City Policeman
Jerry N. Melton admitted firing on
Sept. 26.
Citizens and several community organizations refer to the slaying as "wantonly brutal murder."
An invettigation by the Tri State
Defender ascertained that Mr. Exton —
reportedly mentally retarded — lost his
life at the hands of a policeman who
used his gun instead of his head.
Let us assume that Mr. Exton was
guilty of committing an infraction. Let
us assume that he did resist arrest. Let
us assume that he did move toward Policemen Melton and his partner James B.
Kemp, armed with a three-prong garden
rake.
Is this a valid excuse for snuffing
out the life of a man?
Is human life so cheap in the eyes
of Officer Melton?
Are Officers Melton and Kemp an
poorly trained in proper policing tactics
until they cannot stop &zresisting and
fleeing suspect until fatal wounding is
the only thing to which they can resort?
Is this a manifestation of the deepseated racial hate that broodes in the
breast of Officer Melton?
Or was it an uncontrollable hate that
Officer Melton developed instantenously
for Mr. Exton because he said to him "I
ain't done nothin — an I'm not goin'
down."

Is this a justifiable reason for murder
without mercy?
Now that you have taken that which
what
you cannot give Mr. Melton
crime did Mr. Exton commit which lead
you to rob him of his life? What is the
crime committed by the dead man
which denied him of the due process of
law which, is adequate to bring any
criminal before a judge and jury—rather
than let one man -4- armed with a pistol
in his hand, a stick at his side, and a
badge on his chest and hatred in his
heart — to act as competent court of law
while gunning a citizen down in the
street before guilt or innocence is established.
So wild was Officer Melton's firing
in Mr. Exton's direction until a bullet
found its mark in a grocery store some
249 feet away, causing the injury — by
flying glass — of an innocent woman
wha had no knowledge of what was occurring.
The Tri State Defender recommends
that Officer Melton be suspended from
the City of Memphis' police force forever. He has done a disservice to the
fine ideology of law and order — good
police protection.
As long as he remains on the City't
Police Force then every citizen's life is
endangered. His presence in a police uniform wil symbolize an immediate threat
to the denial of "due process of law."
Every citizen will be endangered to
"mligder without mercy."

SAT1'

L(Lt,

Witness
. Continued From Page I
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Europea4s.-Qua?
The Wilkins On
Mississippi

'Editor

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

per, and two friends sold the
paper for a special charity
drive. With him, from left, are
Nat D. Williams, Mrs. Altura

Lee and Jacques Beauchamp.
Mr. Swingler died of a heart
attack last Thursday night in
Mound Bayou, Miss.

Talladega Aims City Ordinance To Ban Sit-Ins

Miss.

late the size of crowds upon
the public streets, sidewalks
ways, public parks, and public-school property."
It is Intended to "prevent
unlawful assemblies, riots, disorderly conduct, disturbances
of the peace, and conduct calculated to cause same."
This is similar to the wording in the injunction issued
by Judge William C. Sullivan.
However, his order did not
apply to white hoodlums who
LAW IS INADEQUATE
attacked students taking part
The new law appears to in peaceful demonstrations.
have been passed in preparaThe, hearing on Oct. 8 is to
tion for a hearing here Oct 8
on a court order issued against determine whether the order
students and others on April shall be made permanent.
At least two of the persons
28. In asking for the order,
State Attorney General Mac- enjoined in the order have
Donald Gallion told the State said they will not be stopped
Circuit Court that "remedy by from their work for integration by such an order. One is
law is inadequate."
Those named in the order Bob Zel/ner, a native of Alachallenged the injunction on bama and a field secretary for
the ground that it violates the Student Nonviolent Cotheir rights under the First ordinating Committee (SNand 14th Amendments to the CC), Atlanta. Another is Carl
U.S. Constitution. The First Braden. a field secretary and
Amendment guarantees free- editor for the Southern ConEducational
Fund
dom of speech, press, assem- ference
bly, and petition, such as pic- (SCEF) in New Orleans.
Violation of the injunction
keting and marching.
The city ordinance states could result in fines and jail
that it is designed to "regu- terms for contempt.
The effect is virtually t h e
same as martial law, in that
it places strict bans on the assembly of, three or more persons.
One section of the law is
aimed specifically at students
who protested against segregation here last spring. This
action was led by Negro and
white students from Talladega
College and included highschool pupils.
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I/ha/DAISY]

..
"
1

UNITED NATIONS , N. Y. ne Chalmers told the Generajgh
— (UPI) — Haiti called for an Assembly his nation was dill/
international convention to pro- appointed that the 17-natior.
tect man from the use and test- Geneva Disarmament Conferphis in 1931 to edit the Meming of nuclear weapons.
ence did not produce any Eastphis World.
Haitian foreign minister Re- West agreement.
Mr. Swingler, as the leading
Negro journalist in the area,
He said the problem of diswas sought for advice on a branch of the YMCA and later armament was complicated by
entered
the
teaching
profesthe desire of some people for
variety of subjects and problems, one of his former assoc- aion at Marked Tree, Ark.
power. He added that, neverHe
was
married
to
the
foriates recalled, a n d spent a
theless, the appeal of force as
good part of each day in con- mer Miss Edna Nouse, who is
an instrument of international
presently
a
member
of
the
ferences and had to remain
in his office late at night to teaching staff at the River- affairs is diminishing.
catch up on his editing of the view Elementary school.
Chalmers said that Latin
His body lay in state at the
twice-weekly Memphis World
Hayes Funeral home on Sun- America, "drawn and quarterand the Sprinx.
ed" by its historical past, is at
Alpha men, who had be- day afternoon a n d at First
come acquainted with him Baptist Church Lauderdale on its most difficult crossroad.
through reading the fraterni- Monday.
ty magazine, frequently in- THE SURVIVORS
cluded Memphis and a visit to
Aside from his wife, Mrs.
his office on their itenerary, Edna H. Swingler, he is surwhen traveling in the South
vived by four sisters, Mrs.
Ophelia Mays, Detroit; Mrs.
AN Coasts mitsiCcaece
GOT OMEGA AWARD
Combilwettene
Beatrice Smith, Seattle, Wash.;
In 1938, he was awarded the Mrs. Lawrence
tor Where end
Burton, KanOmega Achievement award sas City, Kans.; and
mole.
Mrs. Robby the local Epsilon Phi Omega ert Burton,
131,101 151,511111
San Francisco; and
chapter of Omega Psi Phi fra- two uncles, John Swingler
NNW. Fowl. Comm.umas
ternity for his contributions and Albert Swingler,
Lewes* Purees Amenable
Marion,
to the community in the field Ark., and an aunt,
11
/1151 501 5111U111.16
Mrs. Minof journalism.
nie Rhone, Muicogee, Okla., SP1INUI
FASIION
Drafted into the U.S. Army and other relatives.
101 III., 5.1. 77 Meow M.LW.
during World War II, Mr. Interment was in National Iligstieriee2,111.1..
Atlanta 1, SONO*
Swingler served in public re- cemetery.
lations as a corporal at Fort
Henning, Ga., edited a service
paper, "The Bayonet," and
prepared an article for the
DELIVERY
War Department about a special training unit at the base.
SERVICE
After 20 years with t h e
Memphis World, he resigned
in 1951 to help found the TriDISAPState Defender and served as
its editor-in-chief until 1955
AV"
when he was succeeded by the
POINTING?
late L. Alex Wilson. He was a
1:11L-da
charter member of the Negro
Newspaper Publishers AssociMake Yourself Happy!
ation, now known as the National Newspaper Publishers
Call
Fe
Association.
STARTED OWN PAPER
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
Mr. Swingler attempted to
establish a paper for himself.
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
"The Mid-South Times," but
it ceased publication when he
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
was unable to get financial
backing. He became executive
Phones: WH 2-1721
WH 11-9255
secretary of the Abe Scharff
Continued From Page I

anything, nor carrying anything. At first he stood near
the police squad car with his
arms folded. I notice them getPARIS, France—From Euting out of the car and started
to search him. Then they tried rope, where Executive Secreto force him into the squad car. tary of the NAACP Roy WilThen one started to beat him kins and Mrs. Wilkins are curon the head with his night rently on a month's vacation
stick, I was on my way to the came a cable to President John
F. Kennedy last week urging
grocery. I continued on."
Another witness, Mrs. Susie him to stand firm in the MisJefferson, 30 E. DeSoto ave., sissippi crisis.
told the Tri-State Defender: "I
Wilkins said in the cable
was standing on my porch. I
from Paris, "Here where long
sew the whole incident. Exton,
whom I have known about ago the Bourbons were deposed, the question meeting
three years, was walking north
on Texas at., when two police- me on all sides is whether
men stopped him and he stood Mississippi's Bourbons will be
talking to them: I could not permitted to prevail over the
hear vAtat they were saying constitutional rights of citito him. Soon the two officers zens. At this 'stage it is unjumped out the squad car and thinkable that there should
started to search Exton. I saw be any deviation from the firm
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
one of the officers beat him course thus far .pursued by
over the head. Then he tried your administration through was only a year old when Lewis
0. Swingler, extreme right,
to force Exton in the automo- the Attorney General."
bile.
While on their trip, the then editor-in-chief of the pacouple will visit London, PaMENTALLY RETARTED
ris, Zurich and Rome. In
"Since I knew Exton and I
Switzerland they will see their
knew be was not of good mind personal
friend, the cartoonist.
(mentally retarded), and 1
E. Simms Campbell.
TALIADEGA, Ala.- — The
knew he was a very good perCity Commissioners have passson, I walked to the squad car
ed a law to block further sit-in
and told the policemen please
demonstrations, marches and
don't beat him over the head
picketing here. It provides
with ,that stick anymore. He
fines and jail terms up to six
was all bloody where his head
months for violators,
had been knocked open. I told
Continued From Page I
police if they would stop beatThe ordinance is one of the
harshest yet seen in the south.
ing him I would get Exton to
want
you
to
have
and
you
can
get in the squad car.
have no more. Except, maybe,
"One of the policemen told
Mississippi.
me I haa better shut up my they say to me, if you want "The future of the United
more
than
we
have
given
you,
what
So
going.'
mouth and get
States Of America, the future
do you do when they tell you then go to some other state
of the South, the future of
or
some
other
country
back
and
get
walked
I
going.
get
to
Mississippi, and the future of
to my porch," said Mrs. Jeffer- your training.
"Pray tell me what logic the Negro, rests on the decison.
effective decision—
She continued: "By that time concludes that a citizen of one sion—the
whether or not the Negro
Exton broke from them and state of the United States must of
be allowed to reran • after shouting I ain't done be required to go to another citizen is to
education in his own
nothing. I ain't bothered any- state to receive the educaional ceive a
body. I ain't going to get in training that is normally and state.
"If a state is permitted to
that car because I ain't done ordinarily offered and received
by other citizens of that state? arbitrarily deny any right that
nothing."
Further, what justification can is so basic to the American
DREW A GUN
"He ran across the lawn of possibly justify one state as- way of life to any citizen, then
the house next to mine, he suming or accepting the re- democracy is a failure.
"I dream of the day when
jumped across and ran to an- sponsibility of educating the
other house to the right of citizens of another state when Negroes in Mississippi can
my house—then he ran back the training is offered to other live in decency and respect
of the first order and do so
into my yard and crawled citizens of the home state?
intimidation,
under the side of my house, "We have a dilemma. It is without fear of
a matter of fact that the Ne- bodily harm or of receiving
said Mrs. Jefferson.
embarrassment, and
"The two policemen ran groes of Mississippi are effec- personal
assurance of equal
to my yard, drew their guns tively NOT NM-class citizens. with an
the law.
and demanded that Exton come I feel that e‘•ery citizen should justice under
"The price of progress is inout. Exton said don't come be a fir".-class citizen a n d
but the price of
up on me. He didn't have should be allowed to develop deed high,
back is much highgood mind and those two po- his talents on a free, equal holding it
licemeh had. beaten- that little and competitive baa.,1 thigk
sense out of his head with this is fair and that it infringes
that night stick. He didn't on the rights and privileges
have good mind." said Mrs. of no one.
Jefferson with grave in her "Certainly to be denied
this opportunity is a violation
voice.
STARTS SATURDAY!
Mrs. Jefferson continued: of my rights as a citizen of the
October 6
"Exton grabbed a three-prong United States and the state of
ONE BIG WEEK!
rake while under my porch
and he came out with it in owned and operated by Louie
his hand. The policemen start- Gene Wah.
ed to back-up. Exton was say- OTHER WITNESSES
Mrs Brown told the Tri
live King of
ing don't come up on me. He
,Ih• jungle
broke and started to run away State Defender: "At that time
a now
from the policemen when the I did not know that the policeman had shot Exton." Ifabulous
firing started."
Adventure!
She went on to relate how Later "when I was on my
Melton fired three bullets into way to Dr. Johnson an officer.
Exton's body as he fled on I believe he was a lieutenant
foot west on Desota near Flo- said to me .. . 'why don't you
rida Ave. Exton fell in front go to John Gaston hospital
of 19 E. Desota. Witnesses for treatment?' I told him I
told the Tri State Defender would rather go to my private
MGM,—
that the mortally wounded doctor. He replied "huh!" So
ST WEINTIAUI
man—with his life rapidly you got plenty of money to
OW OW MINOT
ebbing away — groaned in waste."
Also witnessing the inciagony and pain—"Lord please
have mercy on me. I haven't dent were Jimmy Love, 17,
done nothing. Lord. OF have Billy Powell 16, More Marshall, and many others.
mercy.on me."
Funeral services were conDEEP GASH
MilROCOLORI
Later in the morgue it was ducted for Exton last Sunday
nif Nom sky
discovered Exton's head bore afternoon.
aditt
MAHONEY
HICK
a deep three-inch gash on
eat 6A10001k Nat ant 0winsit
the left side. A bullet hole
PLUS
was in his chest and one in
his left shoulder.
Also injured in the incident
was Mrs. Annie Lee Brown.
41 of '911 Florida Ave., who
was struck by flying glass
from a plate-glass about. 249
feet away, which was caused
MEMPHIS, COMFORT AIR
COMPANY, INCORPORATED
by a bullet—believed fired by
3705 SOUTHERN AVENUE
Officer Melton.
Mrs. Brown, employed as a
FACTORY
)• HRISLER
waitress at Jean's Cafe. 927
CERTIFIED
AIRTF,An
Florida St., said "I had gone
Authorised Sales and Service.
to L & L. Grocery, 937 Flori- Call LONNIE PALMER to urric•
Ivrnish•re
da St. to purchase potatoes. I your wall hoeters,
was near the front window in and central air cooling end heet•
i.g snit. Ption• FA 4.3602 or
the store (about 240 feet away FA 7.4400.
from the fatal scene) when
glass flew all over my face
head and arms. I ducked other.
wise the bullet would have
struck me in my head. Glass
peppered my left arm. While
trying to get out of the way
NO DOWN PAYMENT TERMS 3_15 YRS.
I fell and injured my arm.
had to be treated—at Dr.
• CARPENTRY
H. H. Johnson's office on
Vance Ave." The grocery is
• HOUSES BRICKED
• ELECTRIC WIRING
'''.-.77:47Pit-V111
— „e3 • CONCRETE PORCHES
• ROOFS
,
.r ;‘i
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575 Students
Enter LeMoyne
For Fall Term
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LeMoyne Classes Elect
Officers For 1962-63

Frontier Members
Hear Pro And Con
On Consolidation

The pros and cons of corr,
soIidated city-county governLeMoyne College freshmen, business manager; Cleophua ments were discussed before
sophomores, juniors and sen- Owens, sergeant-at-arms, and members of the Memphis
LeMoyne has registered 575 iors have organized and elect- Willie Brown, Lawrence Har- Frontiers International club
students for the fall semester, ed class officers, it was an- ris, Mary Mayhue and Markin during the club's first fail"
the largest enrollment in the nounced this week.
Chapman, Student
Councfl luncheon - meeting at the
history of the college, it was President of the freshman representatives.
Flame Restaurant today (Wedannounced by the registrar, class is Errol Thomas. Other
The senior class is headed nesday).
Mrs. Margaret Bush - McWil- officers are: Robert Helms, by Mrs. Levata Edwards. Othliams. A total of 555 were en- vice president; Lois DeberrY, er senior officers are: Eliza- Speaking against the prorolled at this time last year. secretary; Ida Smith, assistant beth Lacey. vice president; posed charter for consolide-, .
Established in 1870, Le- secretary; Clarence Mitchell, Florida Haynes, recording sec- thin of Memphis and Shelby
governments was Atty. RusMoyne became a college in the treasurer; Solomon
Holley, retary; Sophia Brown, corressell B. Stigarmon. Speaking in
fall of 1928 and graduated its chaplain: Robert Davis, parlia- ponding
secretary;
Robert favor of the charter was .T. A.
first senior class in the spring mentarian, and W. T. Banks- Johnson,
treasurer;
Ruth Beauchamp, of the Memphis,
of 1932.
ton, sergeant-at-arms. Tony Jones, chaplain; Marjorie KelWorld.
The current enrollment in- Thomas and Eula Campbell ly, reporter; Mrs. Mae Dee
Presiding at the meeting
cludes 159 freshmen, 112 soph- are Student Council represent- Houston, business manager;
was the head of the club, Rev.
omores, 107 juniors, 93 sen- atives.
Charlie Booker, parliamentar- James A. McDaniel.
ion and 104 transfer and unHeading
the
sophomore ian, and Edward Mayhue and
classified students.
class is Freddie Ray. Other Martha Wilson, Student Coun- Frontier International club
members are not expected to
Ten of the freshmen are officers are: Jo Ann Ward, cil representatives.
take any action upon the profour-year scholarship winners vice president; Delores Joyposed charter. The club, a
secretary;
Josephine
and 50 per cent of the first- ner,
service club, is non-political. secretary;
year class is in the 'A' cate- Bland, assistant
gory, it was announced by the Geraldine Gray, treasurer;
dean of the college, Dr. Floyd William James, chaplain; VarWife Preservers
nell Logan, parliamentarian;
L. Bass.
Dora
Anderson,
reporter;
De"During the last three years
there has been an increasing lores Downey, business man- Democratic Club 24 I
A patriotic Tea has been
number of top calibre students ager; Hazel Bonds. Delois Hill
nolia'Harrison, Harry Johnson, the oldest son; Mrs. Odessa
enrolling in our freshmen and Gloria Crawford, Student planned by the Shelby County
Council representatives.
John, holding a grandson, Kimberly Johnson; Tom Johnson, classes," Dean Bass said.
Democratic club for Sunday,
holding his youngest grandson, Lincoln Taylor; Mrs. Mettle
Thomas Saulsbery is presi- Oct. 7, between 4 to 7 p.m. at
dent of the junior class, sup- Owen College's social room,
Jones, the oldest daughter, holding, a niece, Stephanie Dougported by Donald McKissic, announces the chairman of the
las; Arnette Johnson, sr., holding Sharron A,. Johnson. Third
vice president; Sarah Mc- affair, Mrs. Mae Garrett.
row left-right: is Delores Harrison, a grandaughter and
Nairy, recording secretary; Mrs. Garrett said "there will
daughters of the Johnsons' Miss Helen Johnson, Mrs. Louise
Jean
Lewis, corresponding also be a fashion show which
Whim Ironing napkhts or anything
Eterry, Mrs. Barbara Taylor, Mrs. Geneva Douglas, Miss Erma
secretary; Louvenia Clayton, will feature the latest in fash- square or oblong, bogie, with the
Johnson, Miss Virginia Johnson, Mrs. Gloria Horne, and
ions."
treasurer; Willie Chapman,
corners, g•tting them properly
A farewell party in the hon- parliamentarian; Robert Among the committee mem- right-angled, te avoid &tete%
grandchildren Ray Anthony Douglas, Cornet Harrison and
DudParker
Raye
Mrs.
of
or
the
weave.
Stanley Harrison. On the back row are grandchildren: leftWhite, chaplain: Ronald Roby. bers are Mrs. Rufus Thomas,
the Big M
right: Jeanette Douglas, Fayette Boyland, Sammy Douglas, ley was given at
restaurant on S. Wellington
Mary Boyland, Mrs. Vera Johnson, daughter-in-law: Carol
St., last Friday by her coDouglas, Bessie Faye Johnson, oldest granddaughter. Willie
workers at Universal Life InJoe Douglas and George W. Harrison. Three other children surance company.
were not present. They are two sons Nokomis of Nashville
Mrs. Dudley is scheduled to
and Thomas Johnson, Jr., of Millington and Mrs. Matilda leave here Oct. 4 en route to
Robinson of Memphis. (Staff Photo(,
Paris, France where she is
expected to join her husband,
Cpl. LaSalle Dudley who is
stationed there with the U.S.
Armed Forces. He has been
in the Army five years.
Employed as a secretary at
the insurance company, Mrs.
Dudley lives with her paRepublican Senator John
The LeMoyne College Alum- rents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben ParkTower of Texas is scheduled ni Club, headed by Mrs. Ann or, 897 Stafford Ave.
to come to Memphis to ad- L. Weathers, will hold its regAmong those attending the
dress a rally in behalf of the ular monthly meeting this party were:
IN CONCERT
candidacy of Robert B. James, Sunday, Oct. 7, at 5 p.m. in Misses Betsie L. Jones, Milthe Republican nominee for the Brownlee Hall faculty
dred L. Jones, Anita L. SigCongress. The rally is set for lounge.
GRACE BUMBRY
gers, Veleska L. Edwards, EdThursday, Oct. 11 at 7:30 p.m.
Business will include plan- na E. Tungstall, Margaret
at Chisca Hotel's grand ball- ning for the
Hall,
Bruce
Friday,
Oct.
12,
8:30
P.M.
presentation of Johnson, Mildred Malunda,
room
a play in November.
Aleta Gatewood, Lucy Cursey,
The raliv is open to the pubTICKETS: $2.00 and $1.50
Hosts for the meeting are and Mesdames Bessie F. Siglic with tickets being sold at Mrs. Sara
Carr, Mrs. Myrtle gers, Elois Washington, Ann
$1 each.
Fisher and Miss Alene Sykes. Mildred A. Jones, Florence S.
(Non-LeMoyne Students: $1.00)
Tower is the only RepubliE. Crawford, Shirley Burford,
can senator elected to office
and Dr. Ken Jones, candidate Williams, Dorothy B. Johnson,
from any Southern states since
for the United States Senate Sadie S. Cabbage, Louise H.
reconstruction days. His "upset from
Arkansas will share the Polk.
victory" in Texas has been the platform
with Senator Tower,
"fountain head" of the ReMillsaps
Fitzhugh,
county
publican resurgence throughchairman for Shelby county,
out the South.
will preside at this rally.
Robert B. James, candidate
for Congress from Memphis, The committee for preparaGFt ANT CC11. Yo.." rftir..tat n•••it.4
tion of the rally consists of
Mrs. Frank Jones, Jr., chaircrowd
sponsors
anticipat- man; Mrs. Alex Dann, Jr.;
ed.. This is a reflection — Mrs. John
DOWNTOWN - MAIN AT GAYOSO
Thomason; Mrs.
not on the sponsors.
Dunbar Abston, Jr.; Mrs. C.
MAYOR HENERY LOEB Tiffany Bingham, and Mrs.
is busy politiking undercover Robertson Morrow, Jr.
these days — that is — busy
Tickets for this function
mapping
politicial
tricks may
be obtained by calling
which includes running what
either Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Dann,
will be considered a "liberal"
to split the Negro votes be- or Mrs. Thomason at BR 27452,
tween this so called "liberal or from any of the Republican
and Bill Farris.
legislative candidates.

Democratic Club
Give Tea,Oct.7

WHEN MEMBERS OF THE JOHNSON FAMILY GATHER it
haulms many seats and much food. Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Johnson of 417 Simpson St., who have been married 38 years
are the parents of 14 children, one deceased, and 30 grandchildren. Five children are still living at home. Both native
of Shelby county, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson moved to Memphis
about 11 years ago. All of their children were born In Shelby
county. Johnson has been employed at Millington Homes,
a U. S. Navy housing project, 12 years. His wife works
occasionally as a domestic. Mrs. Johnson said that most of
the children have dinner at her home each Christmas and
Mother's Day. When asked how did she prepare enough food
for them. She replied "those who are married. prepare food
at home and bring it along. Part of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson's
grandchildren are seated on the front row. They are lett.
tight: Jacquelyn Johnson, Debra Harrison, Rose Marie Berry.
rcy Taylor, Jr., Montry Johnson, Arnett Johnson, Jr., Van
Horne, Jr., Michael Douglas, Patricia Harris, and Sandra
tiynn Johnson. On the second row, left-right are Mrs. Mag-

or
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CAR THIEVES have a pick quee and replace it with the
on young Dr. John E. Jordan. title "Left in the Bayou
This time they stole the bat- Country."
tery out of his car, which was
IT WOULD APPEAR that
parked in the rear of his- Chel- police Officer Jerry N. Melton
sea ave. office while he was has declared his own open
serving a patient. Before, his season on snuffing out human
car was stolen from a down- life. He has bagged one 303wn parking lot. It was re- year-old-man—just like a rabovered in /moth& state.
bit. We are wondering if MelHUH! WHAT AN EXPEN- ton has taken time out to reSIVE NEWSPAPER. Mrs. Vi- flect on his itching trigger
ta Brazellezz said she pur- finger—his obvious dislike for
chased a newspaper at a new- human beings coming in varstand at the corner of Main St. ious shades—We are wondernear Court and handed an at- ing if he can sleep at night.
tendant a $10 bill. He returnWHERE IS THE SOUTHed her $4.95. She contended ERN
HOSPITALITY
in
he owed her an additional $5. Oxford, Miss.? Did it leave on
He said "no." She said "yes." the coming of James MereShe called several policemen. dith? That is the big question
She and the attendant re- on the minds of Jimmy Hicks,
sumed their dialogue. She veteran newspaperman and
said "Yes." He said "no." executive editor of the AmFinally she gave in.
sterdam News in New York
LAWRENCE
WADE
is City and Mose Newsom, city
something a little rare of late. editor of the Afro-American
He is seen in*Irequently scur- in Baltimore. Both met in
ryitfg in and about the Gorine Memphis and tried tp map
Beauty Supply Center, where strategy on how to get inhe is general manager.
to Oxford to cover the up"POOR WHITE TRASH," rising of Ross Barnett,
the name of the film running
THE CROWD WAS SLIM
at Palace Theatre last week a Metropolitan Baptist Church
invoked the displeasure of the when Rev. Charles F. Williams
al censor board. The board was awarded the Citizen Of
equested of the theatre's The Year Citation. Even Frank
managment to take the title G. Clement didn't attract the
down from the theatre's mar- This

It

Farewell Party:
Off To Paris

LeMoyne College

Senator Tower
To Address Rally

PRESENTS
GRACiiiiiMBRY

Lemoyne Alumni To
Discuss Fall Play

The Brilliant Mezzo-Soprano

SPECIAL

$1

NO LIMIT

•

ponytail. Folly-,jointed, moving eye,.
Pretty dress, red suede shoes.. 8,99

—PRICES SLASHED—

IL NEWBORN BAIT—Huggable! Clothcovered stuffed body. In 2-pc. crawler
outfit. Rooted hair. .
.11,99°

MARY CARTER'S
HOUSE PAINT

Rolls or brushes on interior
walls and ceilings without
lop marks. No pointy odor;
quick drying; convenient
y,ater cleon-op.

A new, improved house point
with better hiding, more durability, MOM mildew resistance. Formulated with the
latest types of titanium and
2,ric pigments.

$698GAL.
225QT $698
EVERY 2nd CAN FREE
EVERY 2nd CAN FREE
ntl-).o W twi1="Immirmln,, COUPON DAYS ,
1 PINT MARY CARTER'S
FINEST ENAMEL
PLUS A TOP QUALITY
TRIM BRUSH
REG. 2.09 VALUE
WITH THIS COUPON

t0. '11,111Iti Sept. 2511, 20th sad 17t5
t isr e ontral and (limper Location

JACK CHAMBLIN'S

GL 2-7479

INTERIOR
ROL-LATEX

C. BABY MELODY—I6" infant. Wind-up
music box in body. Doll moves in
rhythm. Fully dressed
7.99
D. DRINK-WET DOLL —20" baby. Fully
jointed. flouted hair. Nylon dress,
taffeta slip, booties.
5.99
E. WALKING 901.1-36" life-size. Rooted
hair, long bob. Lovely nylon dress
11 89
in assorted colors.

QT.
$225

dr I

2577 POPLAR

$1

WILL HOLD ON
LAYAWAY
FOR XMAS

A.SHE WALKS!27" tall. Rooted hair,long

'60 Chev. ...$1588''59 Pont. ...41588
Bel-Air 4-dr. sedan. V-11, Catalina 4-dr. Pow er
auto., RISH. Sharp:
steering. p over busk,.
auto. transmission. R&H.
'59 Pont. ..$1399 FACTORY AIR.
Catalina 4-dr. Auto., R&H,
'57 Chev. ....$883
bower sta. and brakes.
Bel Air 4-4r., V-8, a
'59 Renault Dauphine matic, RAH; wow.
$593 '60 T-BIrd ..$2499
p. Automatic,
R..11., White wall hardto
RkH. full power and
tires, One owner car. FACTORY AI110 Genuine
leather Interior,
/57 Studs
$455 '61 Chev. ...$2088
Commander 4-dr. V-R, ra- Impala 4-dr. sedan. V-..
dio, heater, auto. trans.
automatic. power stir. and
brakes, FACTORY AIR.
'60 Lark
$666 '60 Lark ...$1155
4-dr. sedan deluxe, 6-cyl.. 1-dr. Station Wagon. V-C.
std. trans.. heater.
radio, heater, standard
drive. A one owner.
39 Ford ...$1199 '60
Hawk ...$1358
Gitlaxie convertible. V - 5,
Sot. Cpe. V-C, radio, heatFMB. nuts trans.
er. auto. trans.
'61 CheV. ..$1999 '55 Ford .. 4497
Impala 4-dr sedan. Power
scale) et1
stg. and brakes. V.It auto., 9-poop.
V.0
wan
automatic
R1111.
R&H. Priced to sell.

STUDEBAKER
MEMPHIS

WILL HOLD ON
LAYAWAY
FOR XMAS

FREE

2577
POPLAR

SPA Itnri

SPECIAL

on all Matii Cob brand paint
Buy one. get one..

• or
0

•

- girxixxs lints is issismanturSula ii ii 111 0 Mill itsicinc
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COUPON SPECIAL GOOD THRU SEPT. 28th

1

1011

MARY CARTER PAINT STORES
3295 Summer Ave.
GI. 2-1233

888 So. Ifiglstand
FA 3-7215

to

SPECIAL

SPECIAL
DOWNTOWN - MAIN AT GAYOSO

DEUENDER

Ushers And Choir

Ward 4.I To
Show raftions

of his message will be "Christian Wites
esing In Everyday II
Life."
Bishop Smith was born in
The *ver Ready club of
Barnesville, Ga., attended HeWard Chapel AM!church will
lena B. Cobb, Institute there
21st annuarialETTheo- lifesent " its fourth annual
and was graduated from How- Sunday, Oct. 7, will mark the
gretrT of the Zeit Memphis "Fashion With Coffee" hour
ard .university, Washington, seventh anniversary of the pal.
Uihers Union and the Ushers on Sunday. Oct. 7 from 5 is, 8
BISHOP 5141TM
states of Tennessee and Ar- D. C., and Garrett Seminary, tor, Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel, a
Federation and Friendship p.m., and the public is invited. The 81st session of the West kansas.
Evanston, Ill. He has pastored Trinity Christian Methodist
Choir Union was held Sunday Among the models partici- Tennessee Annual' Conference
Bishop Smith was invited to churches in Washington, New Episcopal church, 550 Wells
at ' Salem Gilfield Baptist pating in the show will be will convitne ed Rock of Ages deliver
the address by church York City, Chicago, and Kan- ave.
church.
Judi Eiland, Bobbie Jones, Lo- CME Church at Princeton and leaders while he was in Eu- sas City. He was General Sec- An Appreciation Celebration
- Featured speaker was Rev. reace
Van
Pelt, Vernice Scott sta., October 9114, 1962.
retary of Christian Education Is being centered around the
Wardell Johnson, pastor of Starks, Odessa Wright and The Rev. Williamn Smith will rope this summer. The therPe
. for 1944 years, elected bishop pastor and the activities of
Shady Grove Baptist church. others. Mrs. Martha Jean be host pastor.
the church as • public service
its .1950 in Memphis.
He was introduced by Rev. E. Steinberg will narrate the
An outstanding feature of
He is a member of the organization. The church memL. Moore.
the
conference
fashion presentation.
will be the
World Council of Churches, bership has been in the foreOthers appearing on the Mrs. Mary Walker is pro- fourth annual Church Expanvice president of the World front in religious, civic, social.
program included C. Miles, gram chairman, and Rev. R. sion Banquet Thursday night
Council of Christian Education and fraternal concerns and the
Mrs. Lillie Fent, Rev. Milton L. McCrae pastor of the church Oct. 11, at the Ellis auditoriand Sunday School Associa- great impact of its usefulness
Morris, Rev. D. R. Leach, Mrs. located at 1125 S. Parkway um, under the direction of the
tion which he attended last has been 'felt throughout the
Virgie Hudson, C. W. Cox, East.
ministers and lay leaders of
month in Refine, Ireland. 'city through the leadership of
master of ceremonies and Rev.
Tennessee.
This Annual Conference is Rev. Hentrel.
A. L. McCargo, pastor of the
Annual conferences lay leadthe first of a series to be held
church.
ers are 0. C. Suttles and L.
in Arkansas and Tennessee. Walker PTA Holds
R. Cunningham. The presidPresident of the Ushers Fed
Other are: South Arkansas at
ing
elders are: Rev. C. W.
eration is R. E. Harshaw, secSaint Vestal Church, El Do- First Moot Of Year
Allen, Rev. D. T. Alcorn, Rev.
retary is Mrs. Harriet Lee.
rado, Arkansas, Oct. 17-21; The Walker Elementary
Annual
Deacons
and
TrusL.
A.
Story,
Rev.
J.
M.
Hill
Other officials included F. H.
Jackson - Memphis - Tennes- School PTA in t h e Walker
observed
tees
Day
at
will
be
of
Memphis,
Rev.
M
H
BurHamilton, president of East
see at Phillip Temple, Chat- Homes community held its
Memphis Ushers; Mrs. Sa- Hopewell Baptist church at nett of Humboldt and Rev.
tanooga, Tenn., Oct. 23-28; first meeting of t h e school.
vannah Hamilton, secretary; 334 Ashland at., and the guest John Glenn of Nashville.
North Arkansas at Carter year in the cafeterium last
A HANDCLASP signifies the designation of the Sandia Dan Branch, president of speaker for the special pro- BISHOP TO SPEAK
Temple, Blytheville, Nov. 3- week at 322 King rd. RefreshChurch Supply company of Washington, D. C., as official Friendship Choir Union and gram at 3:15 p.m. will be
ments were served.
Nov 14, 1962.
The principal address will
purveyor of church supplies for the African Episcopal Mrs. E. C. Johnson, secretary. Judge William B. Ingram, Jr. be made by Bishop B. Julian
The public is invited.
church. The selection of Sandia was recently announced in
Smith of Memphis and Chi-fi
Sandy Glover is program cago, the presiding Bishop o
a joint statement by the Office of Public Relations and the
YOU NEED HELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR
chairman and Charles H. Jack- The First Episcopal District
BISHOP J. B. SMITH
Council of the AME church. Shown entering into the agreepublicity.
of
chairman,
son, Sr.,
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
ment here are Rev. Dr. Emory G. Davis of the AME church
The pastor, Rev. L. M. Mcand Charles Flaws,right,of Sandia Church supply company.
REV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON
Neil, will deliver the regular
-1MMembers of Mt. Sinai Bap- morning sermon.
•
SPICIAL
— 112 YAMS
Osp,•••••1 Weer's./ glr•ken 14•arre4.
tist church, 1647 S. Lauder
Lenoily, Unhappy, Un nnnnn at F••lings,
dale at., have made plans to
Naad Loy• - Nerrisy Prot./eine
10% REDUCITION ON HAND TAILORED
celebrate the 15th Anniver- Walker PTA To Meet
• GOO CAN DO ANYTHING SO' PAIL•
sary of their pastor and his
This Thursday Night
wife, .Rev. and -Mrs. L. L.
SEND DONAtiONs
MYSTIC
Leers from Friday, Oct. 5 to A "Get Acquainted Night"
SEER
Writ• 432 East 44,h • Calf WA 4.0522•Chlt.no 53, M.
.1 Selection of the Sandia Sandia officials welcomed the Sunday, Oct. 7.
will mark the first PTA meet4 Church Supply Company of cooperative relationship as one
ing for this school year at the
:Washington, D. C., as official that will benefit all concerned. Rev. 0. C. Collins, pastor Walker Avenue School of 995
e purveyor of church supplies to They revealed'.that the new of Progressive Baptist church, S. Lauderdale. It will be held
.., the African Methodist Episco- catalogue is to be publiihed has been engaged to deliver this Thursday, Oct. 4, at 7:30
pal Church was recently an- and distributed 05 *all minis- the featured address, Sunday, p. m. All parents and friends
meneunced by the AME Church's ters of the AM! church with- at 3 p.m. Representatives from are asked to be present for the
Morning View Baptist Church, affair.
=smell of Bishops and Office in a few weeks.
:PDblic Relations, according Sandia will offer custom St. Peter's Rock Baptist church
Cleveland, Miss., and Zion A progressive slate of officers
of
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I HAD THOUGHT that the custom on
the part of whites of automatically equating Negroes with servants had died out
in New York. Therefore, I was surprised
to read recently in the public prints that
the very charming Dr. Jane Wright of the
cancer research staff at New York university medical center, when paying a social call, had been directed by the doorman of a fashionable apartment house to
use the service elevator.
Dr. Wright is not only distinguished.In
her field, but beautiful as well and always
handsomely gowned. Why any doorman
would take her for a domestic is beyond
me. But old customs die hard. She is
brownskin. There was a time in Manhattan
when many downtown apartment houses
and hotels directed all Negroes to the service entrances.
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NOTWITKIANDING
Thaddelis T. Sto!ces
In the April 22, 1981 issue of the TO
State Defender there appeared an editorial
entitled "Civil War Celebrated Too Soon."
The Governor of Mississippi, ROW Barnett, the Governor of Alabama, John Patterson, a retired general of the U. S. Armed
Force, Edmond J. Walker. Governor of
Arkansas, Orville Faubus. and many other
rebels brings this editorial very sharply in
focus by their actions of treason in the Ole
Miss-James Meredith case.
The editorial went on to state that
"America will spend more money on or
because of the four-year Civil War cantonnia.1 than the $9 billion North and South
spent to fight the war itself, according to
Newsweek."
"Tb. first official shots to commemorate
the celebration was fired in Charleston on
April 13 with a 16-minute "holocaust over
and around Fort Sumter," stated the editorial.
I am injecting here that the second civil
war was declared in Sept. 1962 - by the
Governor of Mississippi, Ross Barnett from
the state capitol in Jackson. His first battle
was carried on on the campus of the University of Mississippi in Oxford. He won
the first battle of the war while acting SS
college registrar when he was engaged by
the enemy James Meredith who came to
register as a student at Ole Miss.
Bartlett won the second. third and
fourth battles when Meredith was repeatedly refused registration to the university."
The editorial went on to PSY "We feel
that celebrating the "centennial" is untimely, out of place, lacking in good JudeMeat end in bad taste. We should have
WSW until after the war was over. We
should have waited until those things that
the war was fought over were settled once
and for all. We should have waited until
every vestige of racial slavery 14 wined from
the United States We should have waited
until every AMPFloan is judged accordins
to qualification rather than racial identification. We should have waited until the
Bill of Rights and the 13th, 14th and 15th

Amendments become a practice rather than
a reference."
"... It is foolish to commemorate a war
while it is still being waged. We should
.
have waited until peace was gained
not declared. We celebrated the Civil War
too soon," so stated the Trl State Defender's
editorial of April 1981.
Truer prophecy could not have been
given by soothsayers.
Less than 100 years since the Civil War
Federal Troops were forced — beyond even
the patience of Job — to invade the south
to again put down a rebellion — again to
stop an insurrection — again to uphold the
law of the land — again to assure the world
that democracy ii not dead in America —
despite the fact that it — and Negroes
suffer terrifically under the un-American
action of such insanely racially blind men
like Barnett and other rebels.
The federal government had this slapping come from the South — the threat of
the "South Rising Again" ha* hung heavily
over he heads of all Negroes since the
Federal Government pussy-footed around
about establishing itself as the supreme
authority in this country immediately following C1v11 War No. I.
Too much pampering of Southern politicians has been tolerated too long by the
Federal Government at the expense of
Negro citizens.
Senators Eastland and Stennis of Mls3188'PM—end their kind—should be barred
from the senate. They defame the great
halls.
It is political demagogues like Barnett,
Eastland. Patton, Faubus and such who
will cry to high heavens about state rights
- I am for state rights a.s long as the state
is right in demanding rights for all the
citizens in the state.
The challenge la squarely up to the Federal Government — shall we be ruled by
law and order according to our courts of
law - our constitution? Or shall we be
ruled by Mississippi — a foreign country
surrounded by the United States,

Twelve of its 13 points, ranging
from witholding aid from mothers
who continue to bear children out of
wedlock to issuance of welfare payments in voucher form only, have
been invalidated by the New York
Supreme Court.
Behind these developments lies
a sharp conflict of philosophy. Some
observers see it as a 20th-century
showdown between those who recognize governmental aid to the needy
as a moral and social obligation and
those who do not.
Others regard it as a contest between "hard-headed realists" and
"soft-headed do-gooders." Stripped
of its political overtone, aie to the
indigent is a social responsibility
which neither the state nor the Federal government can prudently shirk.
It must be remembered that the
needy are not poor by choice.
The depressingly large numbers
of Negroes on relief must be attributed to a moral and economic gap
which should be bridged if the processes of a democratic society are
not to be subverted. Ill-fed, ill-housed.
and ill-clothed masses are the stuff
not of which revolutions are made.
To neglect the people who are in dire
eireurnOanees is to undermine the
stroctural foundations of our social
nrder,
etneeice cannot afford to play
-ontirq with }Inman misery.

Washington Is Like That
There are moments in the life of
the nation's capital when events, outside the Halls of Congress, take a
strange twist. We refer to the celebration of the lvOth anniversary
of the Emancipation Proclamation
which struck off slavery as a legal
institution.
The original plan was to make the
celebration a lily-white affair. The
planners saw nothing incongruous in
their exclusion of Negroes. Even after
responsible Negro organizations had
pointed out, quietly, the impropriety
of such an arrangement, the Washington segregationists held on to their
disgraceful design.

Rocky Deserves
Our Support
1F YOU GET the most dyed-in-thewool Democrat off in a corner and if you
can get him to tell how he secretly feels,
nine chances out of ten, he'll admit that
Nelson Rockefeller has it made in the
coming state election.
For one thing, Mr. Rockefeller has
been a good ,governor and for another,
the Democrats have been running the
most pitiful popularity contest, trying to
find someone who will look like opposition.
In our book, one of the greatest things
that could happen would be for Harlem
and other heavily populated Negro areas
to give Governor Rockefeller such a resounding vote that he would win by a
tremendously overwhelming majority.
How would this help the Negro? If
this happened — if a thumping Rockefeller
vote in New York State could be credited
to the Negro voter — the national Democratic administration and local Democratic
administrations in New York City and
other large urban areas around this country, who have been taking the Negro for
granted — and considering his vote in the
hag — would suddenly wake t'n to the onlitical facts of life.

Can Desert Democrats

The Welfare Prpg,ram
Last year the city of Newburgh,
70 miles up the Hudson River from
Manhattan, announced a new welfare policy with drastic restrictions.
The storm of controversy in many
parts of the country which followed
that announcement and the subsequent phases of the Newburgh program, has blown over.
In its wake, one can discern a
number of less sensat.anal but significant developments. One is a revival of public interest in a littleknown and little-understood governmental activity in an area of life
which, perhaps because of its ugliness
and seemingly chronic hopelessness,
not many members of the "affluent
society" care to dwell on too long.
So far this interest has not led
to any major reviews of existing welfare programs except at Federal
level. Welfare-reform legislation proposed by the Kennedy administration, has probably been benefited by
the Newburgh affair. although it
moves in a direction quite different
from, if not actually opposite to that
advocated in the Hudson Valley city.
At the same time, Newburgh's
program, while praised by many individuals and adopted as a model of
"realism" by some conservative ptc.litical groups, has been sharply
criticized by social and governmental
agencies for being ret ,tessive rather
than progressive.

MCKIE ROBINSON

But a threat of boycotting the
whole celebration by the Negro leadership in the District of Columbia,
forced the planners to re-ede from
their ontenahle position. The concession. however, was merely a token
Theo agreed to allow one Negro
to ci-inecr on the nroaram.
The arest ernpneinctor, Abe
T 1nen1n. would horn in Ha grave if
e ref
i7etveo
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used as a basis for wholesale diecrimination precinct the very nenole
he had liberated.
Washington is known for ineonsistencie3 But iia one takes the cake
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ON THE BASIS of the Governor's
record, the Negro could afford to honorably desert the Democratic fold in order
to endorse the Rockefeller stand on civil
rights. When sit-ins began in the South,
Nelson Rockefeller said they were morally
correct.
When Dr. Martin Luther King was
jailed in Albany, the Governor immediately wired the President, asking that Dr.
King's life and rights be protected. A
Rockefeller son-in-law was one of the
ministers jailed because he sought to aid
the cause of integration. The governor has
made personal financial contributions to
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference — and just the other day, he called
this writer and offered a gift large enough
to rebuild one of the churches burned by
segregationists.
Some people think the Governor is
doing these things simply because of political reasons. What they forget is that
Nelson Rockefeller and his entire family
have been giving to causes and endorsing
civil rights and equal opportunity long
before the Governor became a politician.

Hell Of A Blaze
IF SEGREGATIONISTS ever took it
in their mind to burn all the institutions
built to help the Negro with Rockefeller
money, it would make one hell of a blaze
all over the country.
Some of us are starting to wake up.
Only a few days ago, the lovely Bessie
Buchanan, who is a member of the state
legislature and who has been a Democrat
of great prominence, came out and announced her support of Governor Rockefeller.
We think Mrs. Rochanan is tired of
the cynical way the Democrats in the city,
c+pfp gyrd nro•inT1 have taken us for granted.

The bigger vote we give them, the less
they give us, for they are convinced we
have nowhere to go but the Democratic
Party. They seem to have been right so
far—because we stopped voting for Abraham Lincoln some years ago, began voting
for Franklin Roosevelt and we're still
doing it.
We believe Bessie Buchanan realizes
this and that she took her courageous
stand for unselfish reasons. The mark of
a fine politician is that he or she, in this
cam makes moves out of sincere interest
In the welfare of the people.

No Personal Gain

MRS. BUCHANAN has neither the
necessity nor the temperament to seek
personal gain from public service. We're
happy to learn from people close to her
that she has received many messages of
congratulation. for her endorsement of
the Governor.
As we said, some of us are waking up.
Several prominent Negro religious leaders
have told this writer privately that they
have been Democrats but that, this time,
they are voting for Rockefeller. His civil
rights record within the state has been
tops. These ministers expressed disillusion
with the President who wooed Martin
King in campaign days and deserted him on
the Albany situation. They remember the
President's snub of 103 ministers who
went to the White House and were denied
an audience. They remember the Administration's betrayal on the housing executive order he promised.
They remember the long, bitter humiliation of Thurgood Marshall who
cooled his heels for a year, awaiting confirmation. They remember that no action
was taken on the Marshall nomination
until after New York Republican Senators
Javits and Keating had threatened to take
the Marshall matter out of the hands of
the Committee.
This committee was headed by a
Southern Democratic bigot who kept giving Marshall the business.
The Democrats nationally are already
scared stiff of Nelson Rockefeller. They
remember the stunning coup he pulled
within his own party which forced both
parties to admit in platform and campaigning that civil rights was a central
theme of our time.
They'll really be scared of him if they
find he has behind him an awakened
Negro who is not in the Democratic
nocket, but who knows how to reward his
friends and punish his enemies.
Just for the record, despite my involvement with Mr. Nixon and my criticism of
the failings of the Kennedy Administration, I am not in the pocket of any party
either. I vote for men and issues, notparties.
In my one man's opinion, the Negro
owes it to himself to vote for his own
political freedom by piling up a king-sized
vote (no pun intended) for Nelson Rockefeller. Like a Chicago Congressman always
says let's stop getting mad and start
getting smart,

The People Speak
Back Home Again
Dear Editor:
I have just returned to the
United States from a two-year
assignment in Germany. For
two years, I have been separated from the Chicago Defender, my very dear companion
Well, I'm back in Chicago
now and I'm back with my
dear companion who keeps me

thoroughly informed on the
events right here in the city
and around the world. I must
congratulate you for the
wonderful surprise you gave
me—a very accurate newspaper.
You have less mistake s.
more news coverage of major
Interest. and also a very interesting and informative
sports section. I am glad to be

hack home with improvee lesues of the Chicago Defender.
Sgt Frederick Harvey
Chicago, IIIInoin

Glad Hughes Is Back
Dear Editor

It's Moe to see Langston
Hughes beck after such a long
stbsvi cc
James Austin,
Trenton. N. J
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Are You Delivering Something?
REMEMBER not too many years ago,
togged in my best blue suit, I went to an
ASCAP meeting at a big Times Square
hotel. As a lyric writer, I have been a
member of the American Society of Authors and Composers fog many years.
When I walked up to the elevators and
asked the young woman starter where the
ASCAP meeting was, she looked at me
and inquired rather tartly, "Are you delivering something?" When I replied that
I was not delivering anything, she told me
where the meeting was and I went up without further incident.
But once upstairs, it occured to me that
since ASCAP has many members of color
and some of them (like some of the white
song writers) are of the rather tough and
profane school of hard boiled old-time
show business, such personalities might
be inclined to make a scene were they
asked brusquely, "Are you delivering
something?"
For the sake of racial amity, I thought
it wise to go back downstairs, find the
manager's office, and report what had
happened to me. I did. The manager was
most courteous, but evasive, and offered
no apology for his employee in charge of
elevators. Instead, the manager informed
me that they often had pimps, prostitutes,
and other undesirable individuals to contend with, and that his staff could, if its
members felt the need, inquire as to a
person's business in the hotel.
I had already informed the manager
that I was associated with ASCAP and by
profession a writer. He proceeded to ask
me if I had ever read Richard Wright's
"Native Son," and when I said, "Yes," he
stated that he thought it a disgraceful
book.
"You see the kind of people Richard
Wright writes about," he said.
I replied that it seemed to me it was
not the kind of people Wright wrote
about, but how he wrote about them, that
made his novel important. "But," I continued, "so far as I know, there are no
Bigger Thomases in ASCAP. Even if there
were, it would not be wise of your elevator
starter to ask them on the afternoon of a
meeting.'Are you delivering something?'"
I informed him that one of our Negro
song writers once wrote a song called,
"There'll Be Some Changes Marna" With
that I departed. I have since been in the
same hotel many times. No such discourtesies occurred again.
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Call To Hostess
SOME YEARS AGO, before the Supreme Court decision affecting the public
schools (I don't believe the court has as
yet taken up the question of elevators) my
aunt went to visit' friends in a West End
Avenue apartment house. The doorman
informed her, "Servants use the service
elevator." My aunt replied, "I don't doubt
it," and walked into the lobby to enter the
lift. The operator refused to take her up.
She then asked him to get the manager.
The manager came, but backed up his
employes, again directing her (since she is
colored) to the servant's car around the
corner through the delivery entrance. My
aunt had gone tp the nearest telephone
and called her hostess—who then came
down to the lobby to meet her—before she
could get upstairs. Her hostess was, of
course, most apologetic for the ways of
white folks.
At restaurants in New York and other
cities about the country, I have noticed
lately a subtle form of discriminationwith-a-smile that occurs too often to be
coincidental. It is the custom on the part
of polite and very gracious headwaiters or
dining room hostesses to lead a Negro customer to the least desirable table.
I had occasion a few weeks ago to
spend a couple of days in a charming New
England inn. Each time I went into the
dining room the same thing happened. A
smiling young woman led me the first
evening at dinner to a table right next to
the bus boy's stand in an obscure corner.
In the Kansas City Union Station I was
shown past dozens of empty tables to one
hard by the kitchen. It even happened in
Puerto Rico at a restaurant frequented by
white vacationists. The table by the kitchen door. When I asked the headwaiter,
who was as brown-skin as I am, if he
could not do any better, he grinned and
said, "1 know what you are thinking. I
used to live in New York."
said, "Then you've had tables in the
rear, too, when others are empty." He
said, "Yes, I have. Come on, move up."
This time he put me at the very front of
the reataurant. After he took my order,
he discussed the race problem. We decided •
it is hard to behave like Rev. Martin
Luther King.
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Recipes From Collection
Boy With 'No Skills' Becomes Chef'Two
Of Southside 'French Chef'

lie, as 'such, but we do get a
From his tollections of French recipes collected over
lot of'work from interior dog- lifetime, Jenin Snowden, probably, the. nutatanding Negro
orators and portrait p
p- authority of French food in the V.S
S. offers the following
tograohers.
two classic delicacies:
"A lot of our customers are
those who want recognition Duckling With Orange Sauce (Caneton a L'Orange)
certificates framed and such
"Almost every farm in France has a small pond with a
tender age of It, listened atas that."
flock of ducks and geese, but only in sections where there
tentively as these words were
Never forgetting his first is plenty Of water are they raised in any great quantity.
directed to him by a restaulove, French cooking. Snow- Those who do raise ducks for the market find them very
rant owner.
den opened a restaurant last
But Instead of subduing his
profitable because they mature so quickly. In only four
year in his home that served
spirit, this became a challenge
months after hatching. they are at their best and large enough
French
Only
food.
He
called
to young Snowden and he in,for roasting, which means, of course that feed and care do
It Dumas Pere.
entuelly went on to become
not have to be supplied for as long as in larger birds such
It
was
such
a
success
that
it
one of America's leading Newas necessary to make reser- as turkeys and geese or even chickens.
gro authorities on the art of
vations weeks in advance. He
"The way to tell a young duck, one that is sure to be
French cooking.
achieved quite a following in tender, is to examine its beak. It should be soft and flexible
Today he is president of
the span that he was opened, and bend when pressed with the fingers. As ducks advance
what perhaps is one of the
but the zoning laws in his
hard and firm.
most exclusive eating clubs
area saw to it that it was only in age their beaks become
with a private membership
"How the bird should be cooked will depend on its age.
a short span.
roster, moetly white. These
Young and tender ducks are best roasted but older birds
NOW PRIVATE CLUB
devotees of the Snowden cuNow Snowden is president whose tenderness is doubtful should be braised or cooked
sine come to classes he teaches
of a private club, The Drexel in wine like Dodine de Caneton au Charnbertin, or else made
on French cooking and also
Club, whose members are de- Into a terrine, Here is the recipe for duckling with orange
Ali come to indulge in sumptuous
voted to learning French cul- sauce:
II feasts that he prepares for
ture and French cooking. `: I duckling 5-4 lbs.
Vs glass of white wine
members on order.
"I couldn't keep the French
3 oranges
nanr because chartered end tablespoon of flour
These virtual banquets in1 tablespoon sugar
clude not only the most elenon-profit organizations are 1 cup of stock
1 tablespoon water
not allowed by the state to 1 tablespoon of butter or
gant of French delicacies, preJuice of Mt lemon
good fat
have foreign names," he expared by Snowden himself,
but also the finest of wines JOHN SNOWDEN, one of the nation's leading Negro authorplained.
"Clean and singe duck and truss to hold legs close to body.
in the French manner. The master chef began serving his
Members of the club meet Season and roast in a hot oven of 450 degrees 15 to 20 minand champagne. Members of ities on the art of French cuisine. guides his daughter Clel
six and a half years of apprenticeship at the age of 14.
once a week for a total of 19 utes or until golden brown. Remove from pan. Pour off fat
his club are an exclusive co- In the companion art of arranging flowers for a table
Watching the lesson are snowden's sons, Juan and Manuel.
setting
weeks to learn the fundament- from pan. leaving about I tablespoon. Add butter or other
terie of gourmets, who have
come to know Snowden's art
many necessary to enter, be- become very dissatisfied with als of French cuisine.
good fat and flour, mix all together and cook until flour is
first by word of mouth and
• . cause of the restaurant own- myself, because my conception "I teach basic stock and ba- golden, brown. Add stock and wine and cook, stirring brisksic
consumme,
the
treatments
then by mouth itself.
er," Snowden said. "He was of my status and myself
combined. Return.duckling to pan, cover and mast
the one who financed my trip wouldn't allow me to remain of meats, buying and cutting, ly, until
Ira been a long road to the
roasting
and
grazing,
and in a moderate oven (350 degrees) or until the duck Is done.
to France.
very long."
Drexel club, which is actually
"By European standards, I A profit-lent artist, Snowden broiling, grilling and frying. Meanwhile, peel the zest (that is the outside orange colored
the name of Snowden's perwas very late in starting my once operated a very success- "One example of French part of the skin without any of the white) from 2 oranges
sonal following. To speak to
apprenticeship. The French eel art gallery in the Univer- artistry Is 'poele,' roasting in and cut it into very fine strips, boil in water to cover for
any of the gourmets who have
11 or 13 years of age, and here sity of Chicago area. He was butter, using it as the only 2 or 3 minutes and drain. Pare away all the white covering
tasted his French food, the
liquid," the master chef said.
I was 14,
name should be Snowden's
bought out by the now famous
from the 2 oranges, pare the remaining orange and separate
consist of theory.
for Tropical Hut restaurant, when "My cl
establishment
"The
Club.
them into segments or cut into slices. Place duck in the servdemonstration
and
practice.
which
I
served
my
apprenticethey decided to expand.
How did Snowden get Start"There is also an art of ta- ing dish, then cook down the sauce remaining in the pan
ship
catered
to
people
of
ed in the art of French cook"At about that time I was ble setting in the French man- until it is reduced to about 1 cup. Cook sugar and water in
wealth in France who lived in
ing?
beginning to become very ner that is • necessary compa- saucepan until it becomes a light caramel color, strain rethe large chateaus which had
•"I had been a pot walloper
restless. I even took courses nion to French cooking."
duced sauce into the caramel and cook until it is combined.
about 100 rooms.
(oh, that means a pot washer)
in portrait painting at t h e
"During
Casually thumbing through Add strips of orange peel all juice that has drained from
on the Baltimore and Ohio
of
the
School
Art
Institute.
In
any
given
season
a French cook book, Snowden oranges and the lemon juice. Correct the seasoning. Carve
they sometimes had guests
railroad and in a leading reswho numbered over 40. Their the early fifties I was execu- stopped at the color plate sec- duck, arrange on hot platter with orange segments around
taurant in Baltimore.
tive
director
the
of
South
Side
tion and pointed to numerous
staff of about four cooks
it and pour sauce over duck. Serves 4 or 5.
WEIGHS WORDS
table settings and prepared
couldn't accomodate that num- Art Center."
Eggs Bourguignonne(Oeufs Paches au Vin Rouge)
It
was then Snowden says meals.
"The restaurant
ber so they would call on us.
owner's
words made me realize how
"We served them three that he realized time was run- COMPANION DISHES
"In every part of France where red wine is plentiful,
ning out. There was his tam- "You know, in French cook- and especially in the sections where a very light red wine
foolish I was to expect to get
meals a day."
ily
companion
to
he
just
prepare
think
of
and
you
ing,
anywhere in this world with
After completing his ap.
made, the kind with so little alcohol that it cannot stand
e..
found his niche in dishes differently for each is
no training," Snowden said,
prenticeship he went to a ho- hadn't
shipping and must be consumed at home, the wine is used
might
life."
The
way
you
dish.
main
as he sat clad in Bermuda
school in Switzerland for
prepare potatoes for beef in many ways not common in other parts of the world. Eggs
shorts, T-shirt and sandals in
another two and one half GREAT DEMAND
Bourguignonne, or Oeufs Poch'es au Vin Rouge as they are
the sitting room of his sevenlie is married to a white would be quite different from
room S. Drexel ave. home.
YeIars.
In 1940 Snowden returned social worker, Madge, and the way you would prepare otter called, is one of these ways. The eggs are poached in
a well seasoned liquor, the base of which is a light red wine.
to the United States. His tam- they have thl-ee children, it for chicken or turkey."
"I was born in Guadalajara,
ily had since moved to De. Juan, 13; Manuel, 12; and Cie, When asked would he mind This recipe is very typical of Bourbonnais cuisine and is
Mexico, and my family came
es
divulging some secrets in the often served on Fridays or other fast days.
troit. He had only planned to II.
to this country when I was LAYING A, TABLIII French style h shown by Snowden to his
art of French cooking SnowA little thyme
14 years old. I had been condi- son and daughter, Manuel and Clel. enowden runs the Drexel visit them there and then venAfter leaving the art cen- den said, "I have no secrets, 2 cups light red wine
tureto Mexico to work, but ter, Snowden learned the pic6 Slices of white bread fried
tioned in my family life to Club, whose members are devoted to French culture and
French cooking is not a secret, 2 tablespoons of butter
he stayed there for one year. ture frame
in butter
trade. And now he
1 tablespoon of flour
heed the advice of my elders, French cooking.
Snowden came to Chicago works in a two-man operation it's an art, and it only takes
1 teaspoon of salt
o
llaocthserich
time and patience to master
Ak so, of course, I listened to this
in 1941 and worked in a few .
A little pepper
shallots, eolpipsed
it.
in Morgan Park.
IP man.
moot which trained chefs. I, serve as an apprentice for six "food factories. That's all they
will- 1 bay leaf
"I
perfectly
would
be
I sprig of parsley
It
is
quite
a
express
busYou
couldn't
successful
were.
"The restaurant owner had secured my father's permis- and one half years,"
mess," Snowden says. "Of ing to provide you with some Boil wine in a saucepan with shallots, bay leaf, thyme, para.
yourself at all" h laid.
a brother in France who op. sion and went to: Montlucon, "I wasn't required to put
of my favorite recipes periodl. ley, salt, and Pepper. Poach the eggs In liquor and when
UP
"I didn't work • ste; any of course there is not • great cally.'
orated a catering establish- Bourboimilia,7—hr 'France to the $1,000 bond that
done, remove to another dish. Cook liquor until reduced to
was nth-- them very long ea I would demand from the general pub_
one third (1-3) of its original volume. Mix I tablespoon of
—
butter with flour and add gradually to the liquor. Stir vigorously. Correct the seasoning and add remaining butter.
Strain. Serve eggs on fried bread with sauce poured over.

ip

•

' By THERESA FAMBNO
"You don't know anything, or how to do anything, and you don't have
any skills."
John Snowden, at the

Glories Of Timbuctoo Recalled
As Mali Opens ks UN Honta

•

0

A

(Special to the Defender) er Central African countries,
NEW YORK—The glory was advanced in trade, scholthat was once the fabled arship and the art of gracious
city of Timbuctoo is today living. Its wealth was in its
gold dust and workshops.
part of the new small AfriCENTER OF LEARNING
can nation of Mali.
There was such a demand
News that Mali is estab- on the white
embroidered
lishing an elegant $300,000 robes for which Timbuctoo was
Akhome for its delegation to the
famous, that it couldn't be
WUnited Nations has had his- met. The
robes were worked
torians scurrying to their ref- In roses and
arabesques on the
erence books to once again back and front
and in bright
recall the legendary past of threads
that stood c u t in
the great city of Timbuctoo. shiny
whiteness against the
The name has come down raw silk fabric.
over the centuries to symbo- The leather
shops of fabled
lize perhaps the most famous Timbuctoo
turned out boots,
city in all Africa—but the
slippers and cushions decoTimbuctoo of today and the rated with green and yellow
little republic of Mali have
embroidery.
little to remind of its past Timbuctoo's great wealth
glories.
included gold, ivory, ostrich
But Mali is proud of its tra- plumes, raw leather, wax, inditions, and part of that pride cense, musk, gum, and indiis being displayed in its plans go.
for the Mali headquarters to It
was one of the greatest
be located in two former Bidworld centers of learning.
dle mansions in Westchester
The University of Sankore
County. For Mali the UN rep- and 'its learned m e n were
resents its most vital link to known all over Africa and
the rest of the world and since
parts of Europe. Its professors
foreign aid is Mali's big need,
traveled to Fez, Cairo, Bagthat accounts for the extrava- dad and Granada.
gance in setting up the new
Mohammedan history reUN home for Mali.
lates how these scholars "asSENT WARES TO WORLD
tounded the most learned men
dli Centuries ago when Timbuc- of Islam by their erudition."
too was in flower, it was the Negro and Moorish Juan Laother way around and the tino was a regular professor
gloried city sent its wares to at the University of Granada
the rest of the known world. in Spain.
After the Moors had been PUBLISHED BOOKS
driven out of Spain, they reIts well-stocked libraries inturned to their homeland of chided works about the Proto
find
the
Arabs
Morocco
phet whose religion the people
had invaded and captured it had accepted, history, mediwhile they were gone.
cine, astronomy and poetry.
So they sought a new home- The menutIndure and sale of
land down the Atlantic coast books was one of Timbuctoo's
ind among the lakeis of the major businesses.
left bank of the Niger river.
Although many of the books
the Moors settled in the vicini- vanished, among the remaining ones was "Tarikh es Souty of Timbuctoo.
dan," which tells the history
Among the settlers, there Of the countries along the Niwere men of talent and ability ger river.
and learned scholars. Some Of
This great history book was
the Moors were afehitects who written by Abderrahman Sahad built the famed palaces di 'Timbucti, a great Negro
scholar. He was a boy when
and mosques in the Spanish the first slaves were landed
and
Granada
Seville,
of
cities
at Jamestown, Va.
Cordova.
His parents were lovers of
Timbuctoo, in 1591, like oth- poetry and science and were

l

Illinois Univ.
Sets Education
IConference Call Special Assembly On
Congo-Gabon Soccer Violence

111111111111:111111111111401111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111e11111111111101111111111111111111111111111.

NORMAL, Ill -- Improving
Instruction will be the theme
for an elementary education BRAZZAVILLE, Congo Re- special police was needed to
very religious. Teacher of the concerning the kings of the
Another popular
history conference to be held on the public — A soccer game which get him off the field.
bright-eyed youngster was Ah- Sudan and the Songhay peo- book, "Fatassi," was
Illinois State Normal univer- precipitated violence and reThe Gabon team returned
med Baba, author of 20 known ple, and in relating their his- by Mohaman Koti, a written sity campus Oct. 13. ,
Congolese resi- to Libreville, and reports cirNegro
sulted
in
3,000
books.
tory and the events connected author who was born 32 years
Teachers in schools through- dents being expelled from culated that thousands of GaTimbucti was secretary of with their expeditions of war, before Columbus
discovered
out
Illinois are expected to Gabon, has sent the Congo- bonese had stoned ears, burna high government official. Be- I shall speak of Timbuctoo and America.
in the ont • day lese National Assembly into a ed homes and beaten Congoparticipate
cause of his job, he was able of its foundation, of t h e
A third history book, whose meeting, which is being spon- special session to study the lese citizens.
to travel and lived in Tim- piinces who have wielded the title is
Retaliating Congolese killed
translated to mean "Di- sored by ISNU Division of crisis.
buctoo and Jenne, an equally power of that city. I shall van of Kings," was
and The incident occurred in five Gabonese persons. Four
written at Elementary Education
important city of that era.
mention the learned and pious the height of the slave trade. Personnel in charge o' pro- Libreville. capital of Gabon, Congolese were slain.
CLASSIC WORK
men who dwelt therein, and "Divan of Kings" related the fessional laboratory experienc- after a match between teams Gabon officials cited "exThe historian worked on I shall continue this history pomp a n d luxury of dark es, at the university
representing the two coun- ceptionally bad sportsmanhis history of the countries of to the close of the dominion rulers, wars, conquests and
ship" on the part of the ConThe conference will start at tries was held here.
the Niger regardless of whore cff sultans of Morocco."
family trees.
Congolese fans rioted when golese, and expelled thorn
a.m, with registration and
9
country.
he was. He had access to all
Next to the holy writings,
And so, Mall's UN staff is coffee hour in the corridor out- they felt that the score, 3 to from the
the letters and papers that ex- the volume became the favor- merely re-living part
I in favor of the Congo, should BET CURFEW
of the side Capen auditorium.
Here, the government has
isted in the African cities.
ite African one. It has been splendor of their ancestors in
5 to I. Two goals
At 10 a.m., conference par- have ended
In his introduction of "Ta- compared to the writings of palatial Linden Court's 19 bed- ticipants will move to the by the Congo's team were outlawed public meetings of
and
rikh as Soudan," the historian Homer and Herodotus of an- rooms and ten baths and Up- auditorium to hear Dr. Paul disqualified by the Central more than five persons,
wrote, "In writing down all cient Greece and Froissart of land's seven bedrooms and six Klohr of Ohio State univer- African Republic referee, a began a dusk-to-dawn curfew.
Frightened Gabonese immiman named Dual.
that I have read, seen or heard France.
baths.
sity speak on "Improving Ingame was won grants have locked themselves
earlier
An
Curriculum
struction Through
enlisted
by Gabon, 3 to 1, and the sec- in their homes and
was an exchange student from Development."
ond match was to establish police protection.
the University of Louisville Dr. Klohr has long been in- whith team would become
Fulbert Youlou, president of
Language Abroad Study Pro- terested in problems of cur- leading challenger for the the Congo, in an appeal for
gram to the University of
an end to the violence stated:
riculum development and su- Tropical Cup. equivalent to "It is in times of challenge
Montpellier.
the World Series in
pervision at both elementary winning
that a nation is forged and a
the U.S.
She was one of 47 students
and cur- After the game here, Dual country becomes great. He
NASHVILLE, T e 'n n. — daughter o' the James Alex- chosen and after the summer and secondary levels
national
Freshmen and ,ealOy entrants ander A. Pierre, associate jus- of study she toured five other rently is in charge of a cur- was rushed by an angry mob also declared a day of
chosen for admission to Fisk tice of the Supreme Court of European countries.
riculum development program. of Congolese, and a cordon of mourning.
University this fall represent Liberia. Miss Pierre, of Monthe finest young scholars as- rovia. was graduated from Oxsembled in any American uni- ton House School, Exeter,
versity.
England.
Selected
almost
entirely
There are young research
from the upper and middle scholars in the classs such as:
ville, the former Fernch ConLEOPOLDVILLE, T h e ten Congolese to train at a Building has begun again on
third of their high school gradJoy Taft, who won honorToday, there are a dozen
go.
structure
office
finished
half
a
in
this
Institute
country.
uating classes, with preference able mention in the Missouri Congo — A sign of progress police
clubs here. Congolese
night
before
the
instarted
that
was
recently,
it
was
until
Up
given those in the upper third, Science Fair for her study on was shown here recently
costs $9 a bottle.
beer
30,
1000.
dependence
June
day
stories
to
tell
fashionable
the list includes students wh "Photosynthesis"; Sylvia Mos- when a high-ranking diploA Belgian who recently
an unusual combination of ac- ley. whose science project, mat and his motorist com- about how terrible everything When tourists saw it they
casino, alademic ability and all around "What Chemicals are Found in panion were stopped by a traf- was, how cruel the police asked whether the building opened a gambling
could be, how shops were had been a victim of the fight- ready has made $5,000 selling
qualities of leadership, athlet- Alkalizersr received recogni- fic officer.
without, vital goods and of the ing during the first days of in- private membership cards.
ic ability and individual tal- tion in the same tairt
Not only did the diplomat time when there was no meat dependence.
The Congolese have quietly
ent.
BIOLOGY PROJECT
get a ticket, which is almost for two weeks.
Because of the influence of turned a group of trained
TENNESSEE LEADS •
Emily Knox, whose advanc- un-heard of, but the officer
United Nations technicians agents on smugglers. Working
A fact underscoring this is ed biology project, "The In- turned down a bribe offered REAL RELIEF
and foreign embassy person- out of the minirtry of mines,
that among the new Fisk stu- duction of Pincer by a Virus," by the diplomat. He also told
Many of these things still
nel, there has been a small there has been a drastic drop
dents are 14 who were vale- won all top honors in the At- him to be in court at 8 a.m. exist in Leopoldville, but here
in smuggling in recent weeks
dictorians of their high school lanta Science Congress and the next morning. The other and there a ray of hope can housing boom.
Most of the smugglers are
classes and 10 who received earned her the right to rep- point is that the traffic lights be seen, so all is not drab and NIGHT LIFE
Hausa traders, who are easi1Ssaluatorien honors.
resent Atlanta *hoots at the were turned on, after being off disheartening in Leopoldville. In other cases, a coffee, tea distinguished by their long
The story of the honest of- and palm plantations concern white, flowing robes. Just reThe 25 early entrants and International Science Fair at for two years, without any
World
Fair; and previous warning.
ficer was one of the main top- is planning a new eight-story cently, the agents arrested sis.
280 freshmen making up the Seattle's
class come from 27 states, the Collis Mock, who won first
ics at an official cocktail par- headquarters; a Belgian corn- Hausa at the airport and reUp until now, a traffic ofpiny is to Start a modern elecDistrict of Columbia, Virgin place .in the Chicago City Scity and reception.
2,632 precious stones
rebean
ficer's
integrity
has
tric battery plant to turn out covered
Islands, British Guiana, Haiti ence Project in physics.
lightheartsseee
of
touch
This
30 grams of gold from the
and
flected by the level of his
and Africa.
Among other superlatives of salary. which ,is low.
came as a relief for the flins 5,000,000 flashlight batteries a lining of their robes.
Tennessee leads in the total the class are 17 students who
sons who have lived through year.
This was considered good
Instead
of
being
angry
with
number of freshmen with 45. have attended the National
In the days before inde- news, since the Congo needs
two years of almost total
the
diplomat
officer,
the
A new student with a typi- Science Foundation Institutes
r
b natkdown in law enforce- pendence, persons sought night to build up its foreign currency
cally exceptional background in Science and Mathematics, beamed with pride. Only a
life across the river in Brazza- reserve.
Pierre, and one young woman who few months ago he had SPfll
Marjorie
is
Miss

Top Scholars Enroll At
Fisk U. For Fall Term

Corruption Wanes As Congo Rebuilds

`is
11(5C111-fiibii"
Merry
Go-Round

'age 8
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Grace Bumbry
Lists Spirituals
For Recital

Grace Bumbry, the sehsatitular mezzo - soprano with
a magnificent and ravishing
voice, will close her concert
with four spirituals when she
sings in LeMoyne College's
Bruce Hall on the evening of
Oct. 12. She will sing "Deep
By CARLOTTA WATSON
The boys may no:
River" by Burleigh. "Sweet
Don Juans, but they wear
Little Jesus Boy" by MacjimDear Mrs. Watson:
their clothes well. One look
sey, "Stand By Me" by Billups
I have been in school now
at the fellows and you oan
and "Ain't Got Time to Die"
MIE111111S•MISI 14111'-4
r
nearly six weeks. But I can't
tell how much time he spends
seem to be able to get into
REQUIEM FOR A NEWS OF LINKS, INC., held its first by Johnson.
on himself. And how about
the swing of things. I really
—PAPER MAN . . . the news Fall meeting last Friday night, The former St. Louis singer,
you?
want to belong. We had elec" of the sudden demise of the made it a party shared by who skyrocketed to internaThen the crowd is poised
tion of officers and I was alLEWIS 0. SWINGLER their "connecting links", who tional fame in two years,
most sure I would be elected. ... They are full of confidence
stunned the community . . donned best bibs and tuckers thrilled President and Mrs.
"command perBut I was never so disappoint- and know how. They are alJANICE AND JARVIS Greer were honored at a Joint birth',and cast a pall over the ranks to join in the chapter's "Au Kennedy at a
formance" last winter and has
ed. A boy was elected that I ways at ease in any situation
day party given at their home at 1584 S. Parkway recently
•of "The Fourth Estate", here Revoir" party for ELIZAapplause of music
did not think existed. What because their home training
by their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Greer, and here they
and throughout the country. BETH YOUNG, who will leave won the
can I do?
lovers in France, Germany
—John has taught them well. Haw
are seen with guests who came to help celebrate. On front
This cultured, genial and Memphis to join her husband
about you? In the scholastic
Japan.
row, from left, Michelle Campbell, Joey Campbell, Harold
'well-known personality was in Philadelphia, from whence and
Dear John:
department, the crowd shows
tour
concert
Pearson,
on
Ravetta
a
now
is
She
Haygood,
Jarvis Greer, Janice Greer, Mu-considered the titular dean of they both came more than
To a fellow on the outside, up well. Studying has its place Ai
under
riel Jones, Chiquitta Haygood, Parker Owens and Larry
v 'journalists in Memphis, hay- 10 years ago. Leroy left dur- ot the United States
a spot inside the magic circle on their schedule, and flunk- RIFP
management
of
personal
Blackmon.
the
Standing
in
back,
same
order, are Gregory Biginng touched the lives of count- ing the middle of the sumis the most coveted in the ing happens only to other
gers, Ronald Pearson, Michael Pearson, Cornelius Pearson,
individuals—editors, lea- mer, joining the Agency force Sol Hurok, the impresario.
world. He wants "in" . . . people. Their brains are ready
."less
purchased
be
may
Tickets
Vernon
Jones,
Sharon
Siggers,
Delores
Henson, Walter Hen- ture writers, newsboys, stu- of the North Carolina Muand the more he pushes, the for action. How about yours?
Goldsmith's
at
LeMoyne
or
son,
at
Jr.,
and
Rhonda
Jones.
(Photo
by
McChriston)
:' 'dents, ministers, businessmen, tual Life Insurance Company.
more determinedly the crowds If you want to join the crowd,
Ticket Office: $2, reThe smart and posh whing- Central
teachers, other professional
you'll have to be their type.
seem to keep him out. •
$1.50, general admisserve;
people in every walk of life. ding was held at the soignee
If you are sure that the only But even if you play copycat,
sion, and $1 for non-LeMoyne
.! Lewis Swingler possessed home of Harriette and Mace°
way you will be happy in it is no guarantee they'll acstudents.
' that facet of character so no- Walker . . with, guest mingschool is as a member of the cept you.
also
program
Bumbry's
Miss
A
Fall
ling
in their sunken living
bly penned by Rudyard KipFashion Show has ing the show will be Mrs. the benefit
of enlarging the crowd, subtlety is the only • You just CAN'T FORCE peocompositions of been arranged
for Sunday, Martha Jean Steinberg of
ling, the ability to ". . . walk room with its Williamsburg includes the
Christoph W. Oct. 7 from 8 to
library at Henderson Business possible approach. Pause for ple to accept you. But never
Pen,
Jacopo
blue
10
p.m.
and
at the WDIA radio.
with kings nor lose the corn•
white decor, the
a moment and study the
Benedetto Marcello, Parisian Kitten
(old Hippo- The show is being sponsored college, said chairman of the crowd. What makes them tick? resent the crowd, whether
mon touch". His heart was raised dining room which was Gluck,
Giuseppe Torelli, Franz Schu- drome) 500 Beale at. Narrat- by
affair
a
overflowing with compassion resplendent with a beautiful
Mrs. Minnie Allen.
volunteer committee for
You will probably find, first you are IN OR OUT. No one
bert, Johannes Brahms, Franz
for people ... and his dignity buffet supper, centered by a
of
all, that they may or may is perfect . . . not even the
and
Other
Verdi
Giuseppe
members
Liszt,
of the comof manner had its influence conversation-piece floral arnot
be attractive to look at. crowd.
Richard Strauss.
mittee include, Ford Nelson,
upon all with whom he worked rangement of blue and white
The girls may not be all beau- — Rev, Fred Lofton, a faculty will be (pros) J. A. Beauchamp,
She will be accompanied by
publicity, Elijah Noel, and
and came in contact, socially mums, repeating the colors in Franz Rupp.
ties, but they are easy on the
member at Owen college, it (cons) Attys. Russell Sugarthe area.
„and civically.
eyes.
scheduled to deliver the main mon, Jr. and A. W. Willis, Jr. Mrs. Lula Wilson
A delectable menu was
• We first met "L. 0." when
Certainly a rewarding tribute address at 11 a.m. services The second member of the
we were a teen-ager approach- piece de resistance, with corany teacher, which trans- Sunday, Oct. 7, at Collins affirmative side had not been
nish
hens garnished with to
ing college days, when he first
Chapel CME church, 678 named.
monetary value.
cends
"I Nearly itched todeatb
"tune to Memphis as editor of greenery and Malaga grapes,
Washington Ave. when the
J. W. Dickey, chairman of
BELLES
SOUTHERN
yeamTben lfounda
Mrs. Clydell Echols of 798 were Mesdames Sebrina
string
beans au gratin, molded
the Memphis World. At that
church celebrates its annual
Day,
"sew uona'er creole.Now
the celebration, said that 500 Edith was the hostess for Pollie
SOUTHERN "Men's Day."
When
the
- time, he was also a part-time rice, spiced apples individual
Bundgie,
Catherine I'm happy," writes Mrs:
men are expected to attend. members of the LaFabalous Jones, Alice Ware, Sarah
.1.ember of the LeMoyne col- gelatin molds, giblet gravy, BELLES BRIDGE CLUB held
.
Hill, P.Ramsay ofL.A.Calif
At 5 p.m. the church will Vice-chairman of the commit- Ladies Aid and Social
Here's blessed relief from
club at Odessa
its first fall meeting at Tony's
Hurst and
lege faculty. During this time rolls and demitasse.
Onnie tortures
present a debate on the pro- tee are Duncan McFarrin and a recent meeting with Mrs.
of vaginal itch,
Brown.
Walker
Inn
recently,
Louise
I
e he was also the editor of "The
rectal itch, chafing, rash
A poignant moment set in as
posed charter for consolida- George Isabel.
Drilla Miller, the president, Preparations were
eczema with an amazing new scientific
and
charming
hostess.
most
was
a
made
:• Sphinx", oracle of the Alpha Betty accepted the handsome
for formula c•Iled LANACANE.Thisfast•acting
tion of city-county governMusic is to be supplied by in charge of the business ses- the club's November affair, medicated creme kills harmful ba cte ris germs
After refreshments were
. Phi Alpha Fraternity, the or-A antiqued calf bag given as a
ments. On the debating teams a special
soothes now, irritated and inflamed
and a tasty menu served by while itStops
Men's chorus. Rev. sion.
• ganization to which he was parting token, with several served, members and guests
scratching—to speeds healing.
tissue.
Other
members
present the hostess.
Don't suffer!Get LANACANE at druggists,
completely and irrevocably other members, including Ju- engaged in rounds of bridge. editor of the Memphis World; D. S. Cunningham is pastor
Members present were Thelwedded in thought, word and lia Atkins giving personal
a,
ma Moore, 011ie Mae Mit.He held the editorship gifts.
chell, Gwendolyn McEwen,
of the Sphinx longer than any
Link members and their
individual in the annals husbands attending the posh Mattie Oates, St. Elmo Hampton, Mildred Joseph, Eleanor
of the fraternity, the first or- party were, Hosts of the
Me- Currie, Thelma
Evans and
ganized Greek-letter organiz- nange, Harriet and
Maceo prize
259 N. MAIN
winners, Mary Rogers,
.alion for Negroes.
Walker, Lillian and Floyd
Elizabeth
Lewis
and
Lula
McHAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
We of. the Tri-State De- Campbell, Althea and Dr. Hol:lender bear the fruits of the lis Price, Sallye and Caffrey Ewen.
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
.efforts of his launching this Bartholomew, Ophelia and Dr. Special guests were Cathlene
:newspaper, when he left The James Byas, Julia and Dr. Johnson, Lillian Wolfe, Helen
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
:World after more than twenty Leland Atkins, Jewel and Dr. Batts and prize winner DeCREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES
:years of service; If anyone Oscar Speight, Alma and Phi- lores Boone.
,would like to know more about lip Booth. Margaret and MOREHOUSE
PERMANENTS
SCALP TREATMENTS
')he integrity of his grand per- Dr. Fred Rivers, Marian and
Joining the "Men of More:sonality and of journalistic Dr. Walter Gibson, Johnetta house" tradition this year was
m.r.^.••••,,••
,
AN.
ability, there are scores in and Emmett Hozay, the latter Malcolm Weed, Jr., son of
:.he community who worked having recently arrived for a Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Weed,
tlosely with him . . . includ- sojourn at their home here,
-s
Sr., who graduated from
-ang Robert M. Ratcliffe, Miss before returning to Los Anev.rel Gentry, MTS. Hattie B. geles, where they reside for Father Bertrand High in June.
914 LANE AVE.
hields, Atty. Veva Young, the most part; Addie Jones, He is safely ensconced at Rob.Mrs. Addie D. Jones, Mrs. Jewel Gentry, Grace Young, ert Hall on the famed Atlanta
)11(11a/1.2/.11g In
..tinogene Welson, Mrs. Vivian .
all who misesd their mem- campus.
G. :Ford, Mrs. Arretta Polk, bers, absent because of illness
Hair StylingMiss Erma Lee Laws, Miss and other reasons . . . Helen
TreamonMaggie McDowell, Atty. A. A. Sawyer, Helen M. kilyes, Maatling and scores more, be- rietta Latting, Ruth Lewis,
1NI)
1,1‘11
Hair Coloringsides the members of Alpha Thelma Burke of Forrest City.
I.%MP SHADES
-lambda Delta chapter of A Ark., Cliffie Bond of Madison,
Specials And Mannwec
.,"hi A.
Ark.. and Mae Ratcliffe.
/t
70100
We. with numbed hearts, Betty Young has been the
CALL US BR 6..0069
1.1111111.1111des
Zshare the grief and sorrow director of the kindergarten
ANYTIME NIGHT OR DAY
of his widow, Mrs. Edna of Emmanuel Episcopal and
and
:House, Swingler . . . but church youth activities, includI ;toil) Repairs
MRS VINA MAE RANSON. OPER
:through the gloom we know ing the canteen and camp at
...that our lives are richer for Camp Demby at Mason, Tenn.
PARTEE,MOORE, PROP
7 e
::having known him, and we She is a veritable dynamo in
"mite the forthright belief that religious education activities,
the history of Memphis and and her loss will be long
1787 Unlon • Phone BR 6-0329
.'the Negro community will missed. The children of the
:continue to think and write school presented her with a
:the sage of the life of Swing- her last day at school
. and
Li journalistic jargon, he handsome pen and pencil set
WH 6.9130
748 WILLIAMS AVE.
.has written "30" to his mortal she says that she will forever
:life . . . but the immortality remember their choice of a
4'of this journalist will be a going away song for her . . ."
4e.
?never ending sequel in the "Goodbye Playmates," indicatAlves of all who knew him. ing, they think, that she was
utterly loved by them and
-Goodbye Chief!
IN
LINKS' GOODBYE
that they counted her as a
THE MEMPHIS CHAPTER member of their peer group.
HAIR STYLING
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Social Club Set For Fall Affair
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WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE OUR CARS AND PRICES!

•rict.

Wednesday-Friday-Saturday
9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
WE CATER TO PARTIES 1

NICER USED CARS
323 No. CLEVELAND

CLOSING OUT
ALL 1936 AND
OLDER MODEL

add a lot to living

CADILLACS,
l/NCOLNS,
FORDS. NASHS,
PONTIAC, ETC.

A phone in your kitchen

works hard where you
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'
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work hardest? It's on the spot for making calls,taking
calls,saving steps and time. All that adds up to a lot of easier
living for you! Call your telephone business office or ask
any telephone serviceman for details on pretty colors and
the very modest

es ice.

Southern Bell
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scholarship winners are goes urday afternoon. Dinner was
like this: Nlies Ethel Deberry, served buffet before brjidge
MISS BRONZE WEST TEN- began Here fried chicken was
NESSEE, is enrolled at In- the "main dish. Receiving'the
diana University, Gary Cen- priat for high score was' W.
ter. Miss Ernestine Wilms.; Joeiss. Second and third place
aLty"
MISS DEBUTANTE, is enroll- %%Sinners were Mrs. Gladys
ed at Lane College. Miss Mary Bronaugh and Mrs. V.- F.
E. Bond, WJAK scholarship Walker.
winner and Miss Flora Mae
DY
October 8 is the date- for
Harrell, ..Arta
Skin
Tone the pageant "Tom Tor r to
Anna C. tooke
AT E. N. CRUMP HOSPITAL Mr. and Mrs. Governor Jef- 294 Baltic; boy, Kenneth FernCream
scholarship
winner
are
Symphony'
. sponsored by. the
Sept. 13.
ferson, 610 Marble; girl, Judy andria.
KIRKENDOLL HONORED
of the NAACP. Proceeds went both at Lane college. As a Jackson City Federation. It
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fath- Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lyles,
result
of
performance
at
the
Our
congratulations
will
to
to
Dr.
depict graphically the
farther the reuse of the orers*, 1134 N. Dunlap; girl, Ma- Sept. 23.
597 Dorian; a girl.
symposium at Lane College, development of music from
C. A. Kirkendoll, president of ganization.
ria Covet.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby J. TownMr. and Mrs. Elbert Clark,
Lane
Angelyn
.Craft
and
Glenn
college,
who
last
primitive
week
to today. The musiSept. 14.
Eleanor Grimes, president
send, 262 Chelsea; boy, Chris 649 S. Fourth; girl, Bertha Mae.
Vaulx are attending. We sin- cal will be staged in the Merwas awarded the degree of of
Mr. and Mrs. Percy A. Jolly, Ander.
the Jackson Junior chapter
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Hayes,
Rt. 1, Box 79, Coldwater, Miss.; Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Purdy, 2423 Eldridge; girl, Wyvene De- AIR POLICEMAN — Airman Doctor of Divinity, honoris of the NAACP left Thursday cerely hope these students can
continue to develop their ta-'
Third class T. J. 14es. son of cause, by St. Andrews Semi- to attend
IP'
.m.HiaPhresSie
dhertl ogfrntha
et C
Til
ty
0
twin boys, Prather Adolph and 690 Georgia; boy, Darryl Amer. nise.
the State meeting of lents,
Federation is Mrs. Marie Penn.
Prentiss Rudolph.
the same organization
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby C. Har- Mr. and Mrs. James McInty- Mrs. Louise Johnson of Corinth, nary, London, England.
in
Miss., has been sent to Davie' Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Lew- ris, 617 Driving Park et.; girl, re, 1409 Effie; girl, Darlene.
Conferring the degree was Chattanooga
October 8 is also the date
Accompanying SOCIALLY
-Is, 1941 Carver, Apt. 5; boy, Anita Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Smith, Monthan WS, Aria., fur train- the Rev. Dr. Arthur Herbert, Miss Grimes was Miss GeneAn excellent hostess to the set for ground-breaking cereDonald Lee II.
monies
of the ultra-modern
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest L. Cald- 3421 Cypress; girl, Winifred ing as an air policeman after M.A., L.H.D., D.Sc., D.D., Procompleting basic training at fessor Emeritus of philosophy, vieve Brooks, advisor of the Criterion Bridge club at their dormitory to be built on the
• Mr. and Mrs. Roy J. McLe- well, 1514 N. Second; boy, Yvette.
regular
bi-monthly
meeting
Youth
Group.
Also
attending
--more, 1495 Sidney; boy, Daryl Quinton Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ran- Laekland Ant Tex. He is• 1961 Upset College, N J., and pascampus of Lane college. The
the meeting was Mrs. Joe S. was president Vera Brooks in
Renard.
Sept. 24.
dolph, 965 E. Trigg; boy, Avery graduate of McNair,' High tor of Holy Trinity Lutheran
her spacious home on Leconte South Campus site will house
Merry.
Eleanor,
a
very
enersehesi at Selmer, Tema.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry C. Ver- Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Person,
Church in East Orange, N. J.
street. Following the complete a dormitory for women.
ges, 1328 Exchange, Apt. 6; 2896 Broad; girl, Brenda LaThe presentation took place getic worker in anything she dinner with baked ham as the
Mr. and Mrs, Josh Hutley,
In the world of sports, last
is
engaged
in,
is
a
senior
at
bee', Teric Conard.
during the Fall Convocation
585-H S. Lauderdale; girl.
verne.
main dish, progressive bridge week was bad for Lane and
Merry
High
School.
Sept. 15.
in the Lane college chapel.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Teresa Vancetta.
Merry High. Both teams lost
Mrs. Bernice Lucas, Merry completed the evening. Prizes
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown, Tate, 2156 Wabash; a girl.
The address was delivered by
Mr. and Mrs. Hazell Riddler,
HigAhla am At.ivat
aned Pe
hoaprel
elyM. w
for top scores went to Mes- to
1020 Trigg; girl, Stephanie GerMr. and Mrs. Tommie L. 2712 Spottswood; girl, Hazel
Dr. A. Edward A. Hudson, Senior High home economics dames Walker and Ford. MIS.
arriaine.
chairman of the Division of instructor, attended the State Olivia Combs, who comes to the coming weeks will be difJames, 1734 Hunter; boy, Hori- Denise.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI) natural arid physical sciences. meeting of home economics
Sept 16.
zon.
Sept. 27.
the club as an alternate mem- ferent. The next home game
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. John B. PatMr. and Mrs. Hildra Durham, -- Initial desegregation of the
While on the campus the instructors in Nashville on the
for Lane will be October 6
in for the booby.
120 Empire; boy, John An- ton, 928 Olympic; boy, Michael 251 Leath; girl, Carolyn Jean. mid-south ;air this year cut Rev. Dr. Harbert presented a A. & I. State campus last Sat- ber, came
against
T
Alabama State. Merry
The lovely home of Di'. C.
thony.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Whiteltae, attendance by almost 30,000 series of. lectures "to' the, stu- urday.
Eugene.
will not play at home again
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Frank- 1308 Gaither; girl, Brenda- Kay. persons, 'fair director Bill dent body on the subjects of SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
P. Bigger was the setting for until October 19 against Paris;
Owens, 746 Speed; boy, Karen lin, 594 Handy Mall; boy, Em- Mr. and Mrs. Charn Nathan- Wynne said.
philosophy and theology.
A run-down eo where our the Echo Bridge club on Satery Tyrone.
iel, 611 Exchange; girl, Judith
But, he added, "it's a trib- RECITAL
Mr. and Mrs. William Wil- Mr. and Mrs. 011ie W. How- Darlene.
ute to Memphis that a half
Tuesday evening in the
liamson, 804 Lewis; boy, Mil- ell, 2033 Nedra; girl, Patricia
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wood- million -people took part and Lane college
music building,
ton Virgil.
Ann.
ard, 626 N. Fourth; boy, Robert visited the fair and there was
Victor
Davis, upcoming musiSept. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Zeddie Booth, Charles.
not the first indication of cian, was presented in a reDr. and Mrs. Charles F. Pink- 1670 Gill; boy, Henry Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Mose- trouble."
cital. Young Davis, a junior
ston, 1538 Marjorie; girl, Car- Mr. and Mrs. Willie T. Hurt, ly, 971-G Neptune; girl. Regina.
The fair, he said, will re- high school student, was premen Raquel.
1447 Roberts; girl, Sharon De- Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Matmain integrated.
sented by the Junior chapter
Sept. 18.
nise.
thews, 304 Leath; girl, Cheryl
Mr. and Mrs. William GrandMr. and Mrs. Robert L. Mi- Elaine.
it11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111U11111111111111111111'
berry, 1037 Tupelo, Apt. 5; boy, lan, 480 Williams; boy, Robert Mr. and Mrs. Bill Boyd. 324
Anthony Earl.
E. Colorado; boy, Kenneth.
Lee Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacie Ray Rod- Sept. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Paul
gers, 1383 Gill; girl, Stephanie Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pigram, Williams, 1178 Neptune, Apt.
Lynn.
1512 N. Second; girl, Linda La- 2; boy, Eddie Paul Jr.
.111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111S111111111111111111111111IIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110iliti
Sept IL
Sept. 28.
von.
Nedra, Smitty and the Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Pat L. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones, HARVEST DAYS
Jr., 1203 Capitol; boy, Rodney 583 St. Paul; girl, Latricia Di- 1083 Leath; girl, Fellita Aquen- For those of us who love siblings, who hied away for
Marino.
the varied colors of the land- friends there in Nedra's homeanne.
ette.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie White, Mr. arid Mrs. Leon Atkins. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Greer, scape and the crystal-clear town.
909 Saxon; boy, Willie Jr.
291 E. Olive; girl, Sheressia La- 559 Lucy; twins: girl, Teresa quiet you find only on an
A NOTE OF SYMPATHY:
Sept. 20.
Ann, boy, Leslie Randall.
October night when the moon To the
yette.
Visit our modern snack bar and enjoy a real treat in our tasty concession.
Ozean Gipsons of
Mr. and Mrs. Randle Catron, Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. TurnMr. and Mrs. Robert Plun- is full, the tenth month is
Peace Street, we extend our
Debra
girl.
1481
Patton;
kett,
733 Stevens pl.; girl, Terisenne age, 2202 Curry; boy, Michael
here. It is an active month— sincerest sympathy in their
Get fully acquainted with our friendly and courteous staff.
Anndesira.
Anthony.
Jean.
a time to be busy and about
hour of bereavement Mr. GipFrom left to right! L•onord Harris, Rath Milligan, Jrionnie Mo• Wray, Bertha Williams. Apes,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry P. Giv- Mr. and Mrs. James S. Frank- Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Mil- things—a holdover no doubt,
Nell, Martha McCisain and Bobby Bums.
ens, 743 Lester; girl, Pamela lin, 419 N. Dunlap; girl, Max- ler, 232 Pauline cl., east; boy, from the days when the en- son recently suffered the loss
of his mother, Mrs. Edna GipBooker Jerrel.
Maria.
ine.
tire family turned out to get
AT JOHN GASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley R. San- in the last of the harvest, the son of Como, Miss.
HOSPITAL
1180 Marble; boy, Cedric Ra- ford, 1491 Wilson; girl, Latrilla fodder and the firewood.
Sept. 22.
Denise.
mon.
October was the eighth
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Par- Sept. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Cobmonth in the Roman calendar.
son, 170 W. McKellar; boy, DcMrs. Raymond bins, 90 Silverage; girl, Patricia
Mr. and
The Roman Senate tried sevWayne Parson.
Smith, 402 Lipford; girl, Dina Andreanette.
eral times to have it named
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Prop- Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wood"Antoninus," and "Tacitus,"
het., 1340 Driver; boy, Leonce Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Cara- land, 500 Tillman; a girl.
and once even "Faustinus," afSeal.
dine, 1450 Kimball; girl, Paula Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Fullilove, 2384 Warren; boy, Her- ter the wife of an emperor.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie C. Early, Renee.
But these names never became
1595 Locust; boy, Tony Levinto. Mr, and Mrs. Allen Hender- bert Keith.
da Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gale, son, 611 Edith, Apt. 10; girl; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Tur- popular with the people. They
IOW 875 Barton; twin boys, Eugene Rhonda Helene.
ner, 1187 Merchant; girl, Carol continued to call the month
October, as we do.
Jr. and Eugentri.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mat- Lynn.
The,Iresff autudir days IN
Mr. and Mrs. Rodell Wooten, thews, 709 E. Wells; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ander1408 Horace; boy, Ronald Odell. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arm- son, 852 Porter; girl, Karen De- October hatie inspired marts
of October and Indian sumMr. and Mrs. Bill D. Brooks, strong, 1884 Rile; boy, Jeffery. nise.
,
548 Baltimore; girl, Demetric.
Mr. and Mrs. James Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Jones, mer. Leaves change to a bra
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Jackson, 2235 Pratt; boy, Andrew.
1954 Jefferson; girl, Kivla liant crimson, russet, and gold.
Among the flower which
1392 Latham; girl, Janice Marie. Mr. and Mrs. John Cooper, Yvette.
bloom at this time are wild
Won/poi
his tongue and saliva were asters and the fringed genhaving trouble coordinating. tian, which are as beautiful
His vocal chords were trying as any springtime blossom.
Take a drive through Laketo form the words akin to the
now, and
Gardens
English language. "We're try- view
the
ing to be nice to you people, you'll have to agree that
now it's just best if you leave." number-one color expert in
What I wanted to know is the universe is Nature.
just who are "you people" LAKEVIEWITES
By ASTRID SENGSTACKE bridge I spoke to another ofWe are delighted to have
they're trying to be nice to.
ficer and stated my purpose. Who is thi.s illusion he is re- newcomers, Mr. and Mrs. JesArriving in Oxford, Miss., at He checked
identification
my
sie Lee Green in our midst.
ferring to?
7:30 o'clock Thursday mornI properly began to back up The lovely couple recently
ing we set up headquarters, and told me to wait until he
could have a car come to es- when he decided; at asign moved in the community in
We Don't Need Two Assessors,Two Comptrollers,Two Auditing
and began the usual procort me to the building.
from the base chief, to see our their spacious home on Joncedure one goes through in a
We waited for quite some identification. This is when his etta.
Departments,Etc. We Need To Economize. We Need To Consolidate
small town of getting acquainttime. In the meantime, we
BASSINETT SET
ed. We walked around town, noticed two cars stuffed with charming personality came out FROM THE
snatching
our
in full force; he,
A beautiful baby girl, Pant.'
and noticed that there were
boys and some not so young identification, snatching open ela, was recently born to the
quite a few people there and
men going back and forth doors. I enjoyed it because he Cenner Pointers of 4995 Horn
cars motoring up and down
over the bridge, looking at and Mississippi were like a Lake Road. We congratulate
streets and around the court
us a n d giggling. At first I featured cartoon with ell the the parents, and hope that the
square; which is the center of
think they thought my broth- arrogance a n d ignorance — years ahead are as delightful
town where the streets form
er, who was accompanying lacking dignity and pride.
for Pamela as the moments
a pattern like points in • star.
have been MereWe left after he wrote our were to her parents when she
The body of the star being the me, might
dith. This was preposterous license number in some book made her arrival.
large imposing white buildbecause my brother was flank- or other.
Personnel of Peace Realty
ing in t h a middle of the
ed, not by Federal Marshals,
are forever improving their
BIT OF DUCKING
square. Yet with all this acbut by two women,
Deciding to atack the prob- intellect. Congenial Bob Mctivity it was as if you could
ON CAMPUS
lem of getting onto campus Ferren, in addition to being a
hear a pin drop.
salesman for the
I had plangIW to enter on
Finally the escort car arriv- with a different approach. I distinguished
the campus of Ole Miss but I ed to take us to the conference hadn't noticed that the two campany, hes now become a
noticed that road blocks had room of the Lyceum building cars of boys were following me, licensed property insurance
been set up at each of the where all news reporters independent of each other, but salesman; also, Louis Harris
North gates where I had en- were set up. An officer from one had painted some Pita has completed his course at
Memphis Chamber of Commerce
Memphis Press-Scimitar
the University of Tennessee
tered Oxford so that was a the escort car *preached us on his car.
the
lucsalesmanship
in
for
a
Citizens
Association
of
Memphis
Whitehaven Press
futile idea.
and advised us with restrained, I gave them the old gangI read in an Oxford news- almost breaking kindness not ster movie bit of ducking up rative field of insurance. Our
and
Shelby
County
Tri-State
Defender
heartiest congratulations are
paper
that
newspapermen to attempt to enter on Ole' a street into an alley.
had to obtain press creden- Miss University campu s. They weren't too bright so extended to both of these outFuture
Memphis,
Inc.
Memphis World
tials before being allowed "There were not any Negro I lost them. However, they standing gentlemen.
much-looked-forward-to
A
League of Women Voters
on campus to cover the story. reporters there," he said. So spotted the car later and paMemphis
Junior Chamber
After many phone calls, one what I'm here now (I thought) trolled the streets for some trip to Ruston, Louisiana maBuilders
Home
Association
of
Commerce
for
teralized this weekend
of which was to the Mayor of . . . I was then told, without time.
Oxford, I discovered creden- kindness but with restrained
I telephoned the Press ServUnity Committee
The Commercial Appeal
tials were to be obtained by courtesy that "No Negro re- ice again and the same girl
Wife Preservers
getting in touch with the Cam- porters will be allowed on answered. I asked her of they
pus Public Relations and Press campus."
were giving press credentials
Service. I was told by the girl
This didn't seem right and to Negro newsmen. She rewho answered the phone that I said so. in as much as this ferred me to her boss. She
I could come up to campus Issue concerns the Negro pub- said she didn't know. He wantanytime that morning and lic and they would like to to know what paper I repreregister for my press creden- have coverage—close coverage sented and I told him.
He said no they were not.
tial.
also.
THE NORTH GATE
It was then that I noticed I asked him if he thought they
I went immediately. Enter- the base chief in his suit was would be before Meredith aring the North Gates of the cam- in the supposedly escort car rived. He said no he didn't
pus, I explained my purpose and that this attempt to get think so. We made other scant
You'll always kayo•kegs ler•
to the officer in charge who on the campus was useless. attempts to no avail.. We waitwas very polite. He checked He had sent one of his subor- ed around listening to the avid, flow«, ••••pezneistifyew
rowmy identification and asked me dinates over to reason with news over the radio being re- It•••••Iwinti• peen plisnt vow.
ing in wenn in an setrisenv•
while
he
contacted
the
wait
white
newspaperimpossible
ported
by
to
to
me but it was
Liss• n•eall• kettle, enseenced
bast chief who approached hold any rational, intelligent men from the campus proper.
wines le held pie*. Plieswerr ore
me some minutes later, look- conversation with a Mississip- TAILS BEHIND
b..d
In•irks.
After awaiting Meredith's
ing very efficient in a busi- pi cop
arrival we left before realizing
ness suit. He checked my "YOU PEOPLE"
identification and told me to
I then asked him wny no that he would be viewed only Negro reporters be allowed on
The same sweet
go to the East Gate . . . Uni- Negro reporters would be al- by those on the campus. But campus
versity Avenue entrance, the lowed on campus. Re replied, I was satisfied with what we voiced young lady inked what
entrance. He was very "Lack of protection." I said had gotten. During my return paper I represented and upon
I'd risk it—not realizring the trip to Memphis I did not see telling her she turned a bit
polite.
After arriving at the East Federal Marshals were not any police cars coming or go- harder of voice and said I can
not give out that information.
gate where I could see the there at that time. He then ing on 51 or,,55.
came down to being the true
So I say—stick together Ole
administration-Lycenum
I called the Press Service
was almost on the cam- Mississippian. "Look," he said again a little before Meredith Miss and Mississippi, dragpus, just at the end of a in that inimitable drawl as if arrived and asked again would ging your tails behind you.
s
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Blame Integration For
Fair Crowd Drop

LAKEVIEWING WITH GERM

mnrifir

epics.

DELUXE SNACK BAR

ARE YOUR TAKES
TOO HIGH?

Look at Your House Payments

Old Miss And Mississippi
Are Dragging Their Tails

• •

for The Past Four Years!

TAXES JUST SEEM TO KEEP GOING
UP AND UP AND UP! WHY?

We Need More Industry of all types which will pay its fair share
of taxes. New Industry also will provide more and better jobs so
that we can pay our taxes and take home a decent paycheck to
our families.

LOOK AT SOME OF THOSE WHO SAY VOTE FOR CONSOLIDATION.
THEY WANT LOWER TAXES AND BETTER JOBS, TOO.

•

THEY BELIEVE CONSOLIDATION WILL SAVE TAXES.

DO YOU WANT LOWER TAXES THAN WOULD BE POSSIBLE
UNDER THE PRESENT DOUBLE GOVERNMENTS?

•
•

9

THEN VOTE
YES
FOR CONSOLIDATION
ON
NOV. 6

DEFEN DER
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By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
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FORTUNE FINDER
learn your "Fortune" for today from the stars, writ*

To

hi the lettere
of the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the line
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ondary for the endwise. Reed
was knocked out of bounds.
slid iptiii the endz9ne
Ihji/ausiit;„witny farm 40
think he had put a "Frank
Merriwell" finish to the season's most exciting game. The•
Warriors clamored for thilla
Apparently, the Douglass attempts. Douglass took over out. but the clock had rUIP:JD
'7 :
Red Devils waited a year to on the 17 ip the third quarter, course.
pick up their script books as and on fourth down, Washing- CARVER 21. MANASSAS IS
NEW CHAMP
Douglass.
they turned back the Wash- ton's vunerable middle secManassas never fully reoow
A violent being, too small
According to Coach Charles
ington Warriors, 13-12, in a ondary haunted them again ered from Carver's scorinir
to be a horse and too large Lomax, star fullback Oscar
real heart stopper last Wed- when Walter Winfrey found on the second scrimmage play
to be a man, stalked out of Reed of the Warriors, was told
nesday night in Melrose Sta- Josh Ware all alone in that of the game, so the Cobras
the third base dugout at Com- of another great fullback at
dium. The victory was the area with a pass for the touch- were in control throughout the.
iskey Park in Chicago last Washington who wore golden
third in a row for Douglass down that inspired them to oneaided fray, with hard.'
week and disposed of, in sur- shoed in the '40's. Veteran
without a defeat.
the upset win. Darry Hayes running
i07111E1'
Raymond
prising fashion, the reigning prep observers probably recaught • pass for the conver- showing the way. Jones' 11dt'
to
picked
Devils,
Red
The
heavyweight champion of the call the days of Arzell "Rig
proved
later
a
that
sion,
point
on
yards
twi,
loped 46 and 15
dethrone Manassas last seaMan" Spencer and his conworld.
first touchdown. Carver . lete
son but dropped four decisions to be decisive.
James
footwear.
It took huge Sonny Lis- spicious
inteistipqp
its
of
no
doubt
in a dismal campaign are cur- Douglass failed to take adton less than two and one-half Boone, a Washington instrucrently leading the league and vantage of a poor punt that when the Cobras climaxed a
minutes to deliver the blow tor presently, was Spencer's
have projected themselves gave them the ball on the 92 yard sustained march with
that lifted Floyd ?atterson coach. •
salad, baked beans and slaw were enjoyed by
LeMOYNE FACULTY PICNIC — The faculty
in the champion- Warriors' se yard stripe. A a perfectly executed five mg
eminently
RIDE
GETS
from his heavyweight throne. WOODY
aU in the minket garden to the rear of ship picture.
and staff members of LeMoyne College and
good Washington defensive ef- pass from Robert .101141 • to
onto
poured
tans
Carver
The fight, one of the most
Sweeney Hall on the campus.
their families at a picnic hosted by President
caused Douglass to lose Brady Epps.
fort
Carver
the
schdol's
games,
the
field
other
In
the
after
in
ring history, is
ballyhooed
•
and Mrs. Hollis F. Price. Barbecue, potato
The Tigers recovered a font
Cobras dented Manassas' 10 yards in three plays. Sevexpected to gross millions af- first football win over Menuquarterzeris
score
with back
n a second
chances to repeat as champs enth grader Ernest Davis ble ed
ter all of the receipts are tab- gas and showed their apprethe
on
resulted
by shocking the Tigers with punted out of bounds
ulated. The fighters will have ciation to the Cobras coaching
,
Walker reciprocated in the
a convincing 26-6 setback, 18.
to wait for their fabulous staff by giving head coach W.
Thursday night. The victrgy
Washington had its second third stanza with a fumble,
purses, for the Internal Rev- 0. Woodruff the victory ride
was the first registered by paydirt jaunt nullified, a dan- the Carver score coming while
enue has held up the funds from the field.
Carver since they started dy to see. Reed electrified ap- Gus Heath ran around end
because the promoters alleg- The convincing 234 win
playing football in 1961. Fath- proximately 4,000 fans when from the IS after a mix-up
edly forgot to cut Uncle Sam over Manassas was sweet reBertrand, twice one touch- he took a short pass from in the. backfield. Jones got
er
in on the last Patterson title venge for the 62-13 thrashing
.000
3
0
Four games are slated this Melrose
victims, had strong Finley, sidestepped and twist- his second touchdown qw a
handed Carver last season by
down
gate proceeds.
week, three at Melrose stadium SCORING LEADERS
first and fourth quarters to ed 82 yards down the east three yard plunge in Ihe
Patterson said, after he had the 1941 champion Tigers. as the league finds Douglass PLAYER-SCHOOL
TD pal T
outdistance Melrose 26-13, Fri- sidelines. Several tacklers had fourth quarter. John WOO
recovered from the Liston FILM PROOF
6238
and Lester the only undefeated Reed, BTW
day night.
The film of the controvera shot at the league's top and John Jackson rushed for
bombardment, that Sonny
3 1 19
teams and Melrose the only Alexander, Bertrand
scorer, but were unable to the Carver conversions.
should be as .good or better sial last play in the Washing- eleven without a league victory Wright, Lester
3 0 18
DOUGLASS 13. BTW 12
to
a representative of the divi- ton-Douglass scrap showed n the most evenly matched Jones, Douglass
3 0 18
Douglass got off to a poor bring the junior fullback
The Warriors were BERTRAND 26.
sion as he was if the public the ball carrier being clearly season ever.
3 0 18
Walker, Manassas
start by spotting the Warriors the turf.
bebounds
of
knocked
out
play.
the
on
offsides
would give him a chance. Lis.
3 0 18
MELROSE 13
Jones, Carver
an early 12-0 lead, but a granton's prison record and sub- fore hitting the end zone flag. Tonight (Wednesday), Ham- Ware, Douglass
2 2 14
Contained most of the night
winning touchdown
ite-like defense held the
The
When Clarksville's Burt ilton collides with Manassas. Bell, Melrose
2 2 14
sequent brushes with the law
vaunted Warriors scoreless the was tallied moments later by Father Bertrand, took 10
could
nearly blockaded his chances High invades Washington Sta- A loss to either team race.
COMPLETES BASIC — Airman final three periods. The turn- Sydney Brown from the four wraps off Len Alexander w
eliminate them from the
Basic Bernard Hates, son of ing point of the game can be yard line. The Red Devils sprinted for a pair of lies
to be matched with Patterson. dium Thursday night to play
of the week finds
The latter excuse was one the Warriors in their home- The key game
Mrs. Maggie J. Bates of 378-C pointed to two drives that had recovered a fumble on the ning-like trips to pay-dirt'
Douglass
leading
and
Bertrand
used by Patterson's manager, coming game, it' will also mark
S. Lauderdale has been sent to
the clock ran out on Washing- Indians' 14. Washington tried break the spirit of a gallon
a
be
could
sterlwhat
in
pitted
Cus D'Amato, that many feel the return to Memphis of ing test of defense. Two games
Amarillo AFB. Tex., for trainton inside the 15 at the close vainly to pull the game out Melrose eleven which
how the shrewd vet- Burt's Coach Eddie Cook. are carded for Friday night.
ing as a United States Air
with a last minute effort that fought from a 0.13 defic4
of each half.
eran manager felt about his Coach Cook is the assistant Scrappy Carver will attempt
Force administrative specialist.
took them 57 yards to the one tie the score.
closely guided (until Sept. to H. D. Latham who for- to keep Melrose winless. At
He is a 1961 graduate of Book- "The boy with the golden where time ran out. Aubrey
Alexander, who runs
25th) champ's chances against merly coached at nearby Mar- Washington Stadium, action
er T. Washington High school. shoes," a BTW legend of .yes- Howard got behind the Dougianna, Arkansas. Cook, a Tenreturned in the per190 - yard dash during
teryears,
Liston.
with less than track season, crashed
returns with Burt of Clarks- By EDGAR T. STEWART
son of their outstanding full- lass defenders
Patterson refused to dodge nessee State graduate, play- ville, Tennessee, the homecomleft to receive a tackle on identical plays an
On Saturday, Sept. 22, the
back, Oscar Reed. In his new 30 seconds
Liston and agreed to fight ed at Washington in 1951.
Warriors.
the
of
opponents
ing
hauled down sped 52, and 40 yards to sew:
footwear, Reed scored both pass. He was
him. The night of the battle, The Clarksville team does Burt lost an earlier skirmish Jackson State College Tigers
from behind on the 13.
a
taking
defeated
Prairie
scoutView
of
A&M
job
losers,
thorough
up the game in a short twospretty
a
the
for
scores
the ex-Olympic winner failed
with Melrose, but bounced back
After three tense downs, minute span. On his final at'.
screen pass from Howard Finto dodge again; this time it ing its opponents considering with a 55-0 win over Meigs of college of Texas 41 to 7 WI
what was called the "game of
ley for a 28 yard TD, and after Reed grabbed a pass with nine ry for a TD, he ran the point
proved fatal. D'Amato reluc- the long distances of their Nashville.
the week" in Alumni Stadium
a Finley interception, drove seconds remaining, and tried after touchdown.
tance to santion the bout was opponents. Latham and Cook
PREP LEAGUE STATISTICS at Jackson, Miss.
across from the four in a like
the first indication of a mis- were in town for the pre-seaW L Pct. It was interesting to note
number of plays. Both contake taken by Patterson. The son Jamboree, and last week TEAM
3 0 1.000 that the scoring was stated Three leading Negro major versions, seemingly unimporloquacious Liston, whose mo- watched Douglass upset its Douglass
league
have
baseball
players
2 0 1.000 by Jackson's two All-AmeriLester
tant at the time, were missed
ther lives in nearby Forrest Thursday. night foe.
2 1 .667 cans. Roy Curry, All-American been elected to the 1962 All- setting the stage for an uphill
Washington
City, Arkansas, contends Patin
poputeam
Star
a
Rookie
passed
Willie
11.500
to
quarterback,
Carver
Douglass comeback.
doomed
terson's fate
1 2 .333 Richardson, All-American end, larity contest sponsored by a
Bertrand
MR. JACK CHANEY has joined our Service Staff.
Washington failed to capinto the ring
when he climbedwas
1 2 .333 for 20 yards and a touchdown. chewing gum firm.
Manassas
with him.
italize on a recovery of a
1 2 .333 The conversion attempt failed. They are Ed Charles, third
MR. CHANEY has 20 years of Automotive Experience.
Hamilton
blocked kick in the second
Many prep fans, and caperPrairie View went ahead 7 base, and Manny Jiminez, outon the Douglass 28.
quarter
ially those who haven't been
His expert front end work is available along with
to 6 when Otis Taylor scored
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — cipation Proclamation was in- on a 49-yard pass from Jim- fielder, both of the Kansas City The clock read 2:30, and sefollowers very long, probably
left
Al
Athletics,
and
Jackson,
guardand
conds later, Finley raced
eftwondered what the story was Police are looking for vandals side the Memorial
Chanenson's Discount Prices on any parts.
mie Kerner. The conversion handed pitcher of the lowly
across the goal line only to
Wbehind one of Washington's who splashed a racial slur in ed by soldiers. It had been was good.
York
New
Mits.
for
York
New
from
against
Come in for a free estimate.
players wearing fold-sprayed pink, foot-high letters on the brought
have clipping detected
Albert -Greg* then put the
shoes in their game with Lincoln Memorial — while the ceremonies Saturday com- Tigers ahead; to stilt a few Other players named in the them on the 18. Thi latter
all
at
major
secret
balloting
anniver100th
Dougthe
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
memorating
last
Proclamation
cleared the
Emancipation
seconds later As he rambled league parks during the season block
sary of Lincoln's act.
resistance.
was inside it.
lass
Curoff.
the'
80 yards on
kick
Wheel Balancing • Wheel Alignment.
Deputy Park Police' Chief CBS correspondent George ry scored from two yards out are Fred Whitfield, first base, The Warriors were able to
Louis Cardinals; Bernie AlNelson Murdock said the dam- Herman said that during the and the Tigers were complete- St.
before the
down
first
a
get
second base, Minnesota
line
age was apparently done same night, vandals painted ly in charge after that. Edgar len,
Twins: Tom Tresh, shortstop, hard charging Douglass
sometime Sunday night in pink the word "Nigger" on a near- "Chico" Jordan and Leslie
handling in
ball
bad
forced
outfielders
York
New
Yankees;
by bench. Another CBS newspaint.
Duncan also Italie touchdowns. Al Luplow, Cleveland Indians the backfield.
The word — "Niggerlover" man, Don Bowers, reported T. B. Ellis, Jr., did excellent
Ironically, both teams' first
Powell, Baltimore
and
Boog
— has since been rendered il- finding the word "Niggers- kicking as his punts averaged Orioles, and Dean Chance, Los scores were set up by bad
punt
legible by scrubbing and sand- ville" scrawled on the Memo- more than 42 yards'per try.
Angeles Angels, right handed snaps from center on
"BEST BUYS IN AUTO SUPPLIES"
rial bridge across the Potoblasting.
play38
of
36
used
Merritt
pitcher.
The vandalism was appar- mac river, facing the monu- ers dressed out for the game.
The players will be honored
BUDGET TERMS - FREE PARKING
ently done when the Eman- ment.
Jackon picked up 18 first at a luncheon at the WaldorfISsex 5-6300
1851 E. 95th St.
downs to Prairle'VMW's eight. Astoria hotel in New York City
Rushing and paafitpg, the on Oct. 25. They will receive
VOLLENTINE
1321
Tigers picked up AS yards to engraved trophies and other
awards.
199 for the Texans.
Where Food is Good

Red Devils Top BTW
lo Lead Prep League

Sports

•

HORIZON

•

Two Prep Teams Will Enter
Games This Week Unbeaten

Jackson State
%feats Texans
In Miss.

s• howed

Fans Pick Tan
Stars In Gum
Firm's Contest

-11

ANNOUNCEMENT

Splash
Lincoln Memorial

is

JIM
BEAM

CHANENSON

:

TIRE & SUPPLY

CHARLIE'S CAFE

John Ronza's

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS

ER 4.7573

2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER

MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
R(,t; PARK 1.\G AREA
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"

and Even Better
MID-SOUTH AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
BATTERIES — STARTERS — GENERATORS

WE WILL BUY OR
SELL YOUR PROPERTY

PHONE WH 8-6445
VOLTAGE REGULATORS ADJUSTED $1.50
Memphis, Tenn.
1214 Mississippi Blvd.

ALL STATE
REALTY CO.
368 BEALE ST.
WH 8-1129
JA 6-3297

Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop

HAVE
AK
LOO

BEAUTY SHOP
A Complete Beauty Service
Expert Hair Styling
Tinting
Permanent
Individual Styling

BARBER SHOP
A Complete Service
4 Barbers
Manicurist
Children's Hair Cuts

AT THE

7 tic. Operators

We Do All Style's

tars
trO-

ALL MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY
AT

OAKLEY

4
4
2
9

I

4

—•
0

LIGHT AS
w A WHISPER
DARK EYES VODKA 100 Arent et 50 /reef
100% Grain Neutral SpIrOf Clem Spring 014011.
,ni Dcy.,Dlytkien of limos S Ream ElottilliniCe.,
Clermut.Seery Kentucky 11N1 SEAM U Areal
Keeteeky 01re1510 Sogrbee Whiskey.lentee S.
hem 010111,n Ce . Clef meet, Sunk Kontec Ay.

Pest ESterminetlag Co.
PA 7-6033
o. Z. Evers

W. P. SHELTON
MOVING CO.
"LOWEST RATES
IN TOWN"

ATTENTION, BOWLERS!

Intel a long DIkrenc•

I

OAKLEY FORD
lees tratIOn
SR 2-3431

3255

ro e', s% y,

1958

MERCURY, 2 Dr. Hardtop, Automatic,
110111• th•
Sharp, 2 tone blu•
down payment.

1957

MERCURY, 2 & 4 Dr., Both Mee,
Radio & Heater. Golden Metallic.
Down payment to suit eig,.
CHEVROLET, 2 Or.,.WAte & Grey.
Radio & Heater. 'Autottrotic. Easy
•
Down Payment.

195/
1957

DIXIE RENTS

"You, Bowling Equfponent Nondquoree,sFA 7.5122

LAMAR

GL 3-6231

r•

Butce.,

1955
1955
1956
1956

JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
2975 Lornor

BR 4-0942 I

4

Memphis' Only
Complete
Rental Service
41:73r

Vn*erlif•iCilb 01011"

3 Convenient
Locations

IF YOU
•
•
N
si
TROUBLE WHATSOEVER
2508 Summ•r
•
IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE : FA 7-1601
NI
•
•
TENN. STATE
2197 Central
•
: rod!
BR 2-7532
• wig DRIVING SCHOOL :
•
•
BR. 6-4121
SI
iriniliiiiiiiiiiiiiiMillinIN

1260 Cietw•11
FA 4-8826

195
'695
s525

BUICK, 2 Dr. Hardtop, White & Red.
Notes & Down
Automatic, Sharp.
Payment To Suit You.

911 Rayner St.

wom1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111U
I •
FREE: 1,225 PRIZES
•
WORTH $200,000 Including
DRIVES
TO
:
LEARN
35 NEW FORDS!
•
•
HAVE ANY
Al Models Including New 7-Bircis

7

CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

Mani-int/on Bowling Elnlis
PrInc• A Swingstor Skiffs P. Blouses
Cornrior• Lino Of Bowlin g Sunni!. P. Fouino,eni
Tronili” For All Or rosions

3 26
•••••••

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

12 Month Written Guarantee
We Carry All Notes.

4

FORD '63

.▪ R

452 Walker Ave.

Good Credit-Bad CreditNo Credit

1957
1955
1950

Convertible, Automatic, Blue
& White, New Top. Wire Spoke Wheels.
Really Sharp. Easy Down.
FORD, 4 Dr. Automatii, Buckskin
Color, Like New, Radio I. Heater.
Easy Terms.
BUICK, 4 Dr. White Top, Red Bottom,
Century, Auto. & Brand new engine.
Really a nice automobile. Easy worth
$795.00, Easy Down & Notes.
PLYMOUTH, 4 Dr. White & Tan. Like
new inside & out. Radio & Heater.
Just tell us how much you wont to pay
and how you want ybur notes.
DESOTO,' 4 Dr. White Top,: Cream
Bottom. This car is one owner and
brand new. Trade•in or easy down.
BUICK, about 6. .S•treral nice outs.
.
All ready to go and guaranteed.

625
'775
$495
$595
$550
$695

FORD, 2 Dr. Shaved and hot rodded.
Floor transmission and new paint job.
Sharpest thing in town.

WE CARRY THE NOTES
AND DON'T HAVE ANY CREDIT PROBLEMS.

MOTORS
JEFFCOAT
Ave. (Hear Hernando)

280 Vance

JA 7-0187

'l.1

in.tt

SATLltDA Y,-01211a11110, 1962
•

.„

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS
" — INSTANT CREDIT

-

YOU CALL NOW•••••••••• • • • •.WE BILL YOU LATER•.••••••••,••••JAckson 6-8397
V0

To buy, or sell - A house, an automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church or furniture. Or to rent a room or an apartment.

YOU

WE HAVE THE RESULTS

HAVE THE GOODS•• • •• •••••••• ••••••• • • • ••• ••••
••••••

.mumummmummonnomommiimi
Negro Kills Help Wanted
Self Over
AN UNTAPPED
• JACKSON, Miss. — The The Citizens Councils ad- Miss., Simmons started work- mons started devoting all of
Oxford Riots
SOURCE OF
ing for his father during va- his time to the council.
man behind the scenes in ministrator stated,
"Even
if
Meredith
put
is
on
cations
When
he
was
seven
the fight to keep "Ole Miss"
MEXICO CITY — (UPI)
Because of a private income,
REVENUE
campus and kept there by years old.
the racist receives only a nom- — A Negro student from
White, is greying, 46-year- force of arms; I would not
The segregationist attended inal salary.
Honduras
killed himself in
FOR YOU
old James Simmons, who regard it as the end of segre- public schools at Millsaps and
what teilow students said

'Rajah Of Race' Be bird Miss. Hate Stand

holds the imposing title of na- gation. We will continue ,the Mississippi college. During The Council boasts of 100,- was a
and
saleswomen
fit of depression over Salesmen
tional administrator of the fight. Law and nature and World War II, he wilt a civi- 000 members 4n Mississippi the clashes
in Oxford, Miss. wanted to sell retail advertis(The Council is favored over
Citizens Councils of America.
Nicknamed the "Rajah of
race" Simmons says "violence
is distinctly possible" at the
university in Oxford.
Just as certain as he is that
Mississippi will win its fight
to keep Meredith out, he is
ittat as certain that "law and
nature and right are on our
Odg."

right are on our side."
lian employee with the BritAbout the man, himself, ith forces in Trinidgd.
who believes that Negroes are
It was in Trinidad that he
not as smart as whites:
said he saw the bad effects
A native Mississippian, he of "200 years of integration."
is the great - great - great
He worked for a year for the
nephew o John C. Calhoun, federal government, then eight
who was the first to propose years as an officer of a nathe doctrine of interposition tural gas company in Louisiin defense of states' rights.
ana. In 1954, he returned to
Born July 7, 1916 in Utica, Mississippi and in 1955, Sim-

Stronghold Of Segregation
MISSISSIPPI:

he Ku Klux Klan), and Gov.
Ross Barnett is one of its
steunchest supporters.
The council, which propagandizes relentlessly against
the "mixologist," have been
known to use economic coercion and in tim id ation against Negroes and
whites.

,M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111NI111111111111,41111111111111111111111111110illtalaliiiiillialai

Lyndon Johnson Cites
$13Billion Bias Cost

Police said Balfour Aparlei° Velazquez, 22. here
a government scholarship,
shot himself through the
right temple. He was a law
student as the National University.
Fellow students said
Aparicio had often complained about the difficulties of being a Negro. and
that he had said this would
lead him to suicide some
day.

on
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ing in the Memphis maiket.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
an the dollar.
THE TRI STATE IIEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.

WE Alit LOOKING FUR AN A IL
tattoos hard working man interiested in making money according to his
Expens. paid. Need car
but not absolutely memory. Part or
full Urn,. For further informatioo
please ciii JA 5-21367 Circulation

Help Wanted
HEIL? WANTED:
WE NEED EX?, MEN OR WOMEN
high school ed. to be abW to man•
age and supervise men and women
to work at pelting furniture in field
and appliances Call FA 4-7151.
Midtown Furniture Company
I NEED AN EXP. COOK TO LIVE
on place or boa car. 5 days a wesk
With refartiness - have other !kelp,
MO 9-6464
RAGSDALE EMPLOY MEET
Llc. Beauty Operator to Work in
Whit. Beauty 'MOO
Maid Comb
$26 wilt
Short Order Cook
*20 UP
Maids - Cook
55 5-45119
SABY SITTER
Woman desires Job as baby sitter or
to nurse elder man or woman • would
Ilk. to work nights. Call 275-6525.

Business Services

LAMP! GARDEN SPAY ICE
Rotted Kolb, rotted sawdust, barn
yard fulfiller; also
Public Hauling,
MAIDS - N.Y. • TO 565 WE. TICK- Call J. J. McNeil. IA 74665 - US
Ms gent. Jobs waiting II&M Agen- Josephine St,
cy. 910 Post Ave. Westbury, N.Y.
CARDel
Ropiness cards—letterheade—envelopes
—wedding anne. Reasonable prices24-hour nerving. All kInde of printing
& publishing. Office. School & Church
I
HAVE CLEAN
COMFORTABLE
home working mothers chldren. Also
1477 Deadrick Ave.
do living In trorno Call 526-7987.
GA 7-9127 or 324-5449

Noe.

CLASSIFIED

'Situation Wanted

Furn. For Sale

CA LUNG
ALL
NEWS130YS
—.—

if

HOUSE FULL

$2.52 Week
Homer's Furniture

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-nale Deter ';:r

Apts. For Rent

Plumber Fights Union
Racial Ban In N.Y.Town

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

BA ItHEELA KW FINNING ALL DA
SU cents. — Horns back rifting $1.00
or. 50 cents K or. — 5106 Horn
Lake Rd. - EX 8•1068.

l' white man. . . With the present system, it is highly unBy ASTRID /MHOSTACKE likely since all jobs are al1953 PACKARD FOR sALE
ready predetermined as to
$140.00 good condition call Oollanan's
Mississippi is the Southern race.
Fta rber Shop. WH 8-92112 or come to
WASHINGTON — "Job discrimination will cost us
Kronghold of segregation.
1745 Castello St.
FOOLISH SYSTEM
$13 billion to $17 billion this year," reported Vice presi•Mississippi has been preYet this is a foolish system
dent Lyndon Johnson at a meeting of Army compliance
pared for Federal intervention which
is dominated by fear. A
officers for President Kennedy's equal employment opsince the Civil War. The set-up Negro
architect is an architect
FOR SALE
portunity program.
of her state government is like and a
white truck driver is a
Roll-a-Way bed, like new. Just 620,
that of our National governcell BR 64170.
In his address, Johnson said it was an "urgent nectruck driver. The architect
ment. She is independent and is not
e,15 am.•
essity" to end job discrimination.
threatening his job and
Bea till,,!enut
Patched,
self centered, constantly lookSpinet
"Our government cannot declare equal employment
the Negro architect is more
I V ue PI•on
ing inward. She has a hall of highly
opportunity to be a national policy unless the governqualified than any
e04 No. I ri le w Ild•
fame dedicated to herself and white architect at
a given
ment's house is in order. And we are now engaged in
the history of herself, the best place at
a given time, is it not
every possible type of activity to assure that the governstate museum in the couniry. to the benefit of the whole,
if
ment's house will be in order," the Vice President stated.
Mississippi whose income is he is more capable?
3 ROOMS
Contrary
He declared that the Council of Economic Advisers
primarily from agriculture, is to her opinion that to equalize
said the nation's gross national product would increase
abundantly green and seeming- would mean sudden death, to
ly fertile. Yet the threat of not equalize would only produce
by $13 billion this year if jobs were handled "without rebeing able to obtain food and finer results and improve her
gard to irrelevant teinsiderations of ancestry."
shelter has always brought appearance.
235 S. Main
"If the oportunity to train for all jobs were open on
JA 5 2154
about the barbaric nature in
A Ross Barnett is only hurtthe same basis," the increase would rise to $17 billion.
man. And also because of the ting Mississippi by holding her
Chairman of the President's Committee on Equal
threat of the Negro. Mississip- back, he feels, I'm sure, it is
Employment Opportunity, the Vice President explained
pi is afraid.
not right to fill a classroom
FuRN SHED ROOM WITH HALFto Army officials that ennedy, his Cabinet and the AdIn November
1890 she seat with a Negro because it
bath•watsr 6 lights furnished Phone
fiR 5-7174
adopted a state constitution to would put a white
ministration
would
back
them
efforts
their
in
reduce
to
child out.
preserve in a legal way the Yet I'm sure he wants the
discriminatio
government
in
n
contracts and employbest
supremacy of whites over the for his state. And
ment.
if a Negro
Negro majority. But this was qualifies he
qualifies and 3141111111116111111119111111111111111111111111M111
1(111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111
after the exploitation of the there should be room
enough
carpetbaggers. That was during for everyone,
if separate but
the 19th century. But this is equal education
was abolished
the 20th century and Missis- there would
be. . . Mississippi
sippi must advance in order to cannot
afford its own folly.
stay alive. Yet, the method by And separate
is never equal
which she attempts survival is „specially here
in America.
to bring about the things she
To understand our culture
fears most for reasons now in
NEW YORK — A Negro. filed by the National Associathese United States no form
outdated.
of segregated education is who has been a plumber for tion for the Advancement of
EQUAL RIGHTS
best. We are America, blacks 10 years, told the State Com- Colored People.
You can not deny a part of and whites who have
con- mission for Human Rights
your population equal rights tributed to this culture.
(English Lady)
What here, that he has tried three
YES
and opportunities to which it is today we have
made it times to join Spring Valley.
YOU KNI'W SHE IS NOT
THIS
they are entitled and have a and to understand it
N.
Y.
Plumbers
Union
Local
fully we
solid healthy state. If any part must be exposed to
SPACE IS
A GYPSY
the ele- 373, but found it to be "lilyof a whole is neglected, it de- ments that have made
FOR
it what white."
This
is
her
new
office at the Missistracts from the whole.
His complaint is the second
it is . . . it's people.
AN
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
A woman cannot be well
It is said that in order to in a campaign against racial
ADVERTISER
dressed, yet have a dirty slip understand others we
book after a long time of being away
must bias in unions that has been
showing and expect to make first
understand ourselves.
and
at last she ts back to stay in her
a good appearance. But Mis- Ant' what is
the purpose of
new home.
sissippi is not It rich state and understanding
others? So that
cannot provide for all, so she we can
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
exchange ideas and
gives the best to the control- improve
upon our own faults
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetling part; the white population, . . . to
erase fears, the inseheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragerlit'
but if she attempted to curities
of not being able to
equalize her opportunities she provide.
If any of these are your pi ohlems, come let MADAM
For everyone — all
*Mild become a richer state.
people have something to give.
MIMI advise you at once. She will read life to you
She has presented her worst Every culture has
something
as she would read an open book. Tell you why
just
Ride of the rest of the world. to give when
presented as a
They are few and far between whole. And to give
job or business is not a success. If you have failis to rewho say I must see Mississip- ceive. . .
Exchange is the sysed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
pi, I want to see Misaisailnoi• tem of
economics.
Leicated on Highway 51 South, just over MissisWhite Mississippi is afraid and
fear produces all sorts of unsippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
desirable side-effects and this
is 2 Marks, below where she used to stay right aside
is what rules. And politicians
REUBEN
the DeStito Motel. Be sure to look for the RED HUH'S
Play on this fear which they
VOIINGIoN
themselves are
not even
IIIINKY DORY
1101ISE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
4
1
aware of.
.
Blues For Breakfast
6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30
Catch yellow bUs marked Whitehaven State line
If Mississippi began educat4 to 630 A:M:
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
ing her Negroes and whites
alike, with equal opportuninever had an office in West Memphis.)
ALBANY, Ga. — (UPI) —
ties for each, she's afarid her
!VIADAM
BELL'S HAND SIGN.
Federal
District
Judge J. Rob,
white populatbria would loose
its rights, riglis to •hate Ne- ert Elliott accepted completed
groes. That is what the prob- testimony in suits by Negroes
seeking an end to segregation
leni seems to be.
enforcement and promised a
Negroes are fighting for ruling
on the case after Oct.
equal opportunities. In actu- .
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
silty Mississippi gives the
Judge Elliott asked that
Negro credit for his capabilil final
briefs and arguments be
ties. That is why they try so I given
him by both sides in the
hard to keep him down. De- case. Pending
e.
was a suit by
spite scarcity of food and the city
seeking an injunction I
CANE COLE
shelter a Neg
Negro with educe- 1against Negro
tion and an equal opportunity The Negroes demonstrations.
12
30
to 1:30 & 3 to 6
brought two semight take a job away from a parate suits
to a close.
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Students Wear Armbands

To Show Meredith Support
BOSTON — (U11)
Students at Greater
leges have been asked til•wear armbands i
fVslihw their'
support for the adnitticgre of James H. M edilh
to the
University of MississipPi.
The move started at Texas Christian University and
has been spread throughout the country by the National
Student Association.
Already taking part in the movement are students
at Harvard, Boston university, Brandeis, Tufts and SIMMOO&
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THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19 Domitory Roam: — Ooze, Cornier/A:4o, Modern Furnituro,
Private Etell — Clean Wash Room. — Showers .
Weokly Rotor 45 — tiO
Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ff. -Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting
P•outiful Sun Dock. Hold. AA Rating
Rogulatior Gym Equippod with Stog•3 Spectators Section with
sika;ing copocify
For 1**qt/of fournamonto Comp•totiv•
M•tches, Cl...., - losing — Community Progiarnf
7 taiga Club Pnoms: Club Waling,
Cl..,.,
FOI ume
Confolimos
loaf -- a,

JOIN

THE "Y" TODAY:

ANNUAL RATES $7

— $10 —$25
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